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PART I 
AN WTRODUCTION TO THE ANIMATED FILM 
the demand could not keep pace w.i.th the cost of production. Now the 
animators were forced to tum to their ingenuity and imagination if they 
were to save this old art from killing itself. They had to find new and 
, less expensive techniques and broader fields in which to employ the animated 
film. 
Through the years there have been very few pioneers txying to 
develop new techniques in the field of animation. But in recent years, 194o 
to now, there have been an increasing number of animated film experimenters, 
new techniques, and accomplishments made in the field, some of which are 
finally being recognized. In the past there have been such men as Stuart 
Blackton, producer of the first animated film in 1905, liThe Haunted Hotel.nl 
In this film Mr. Blackton merely rearranged actual objects, bottles, knives, 
chairs and tables between takes, thus originating single frame animation. 
Since that time and up to approximately 1940, most experiments in the anima-
tion .field with the exception of Disney were of . the abstract pure art 
variety. All these .films including Disney's for the most part had no 
communicative value but were valuable as far as exploring the extremities of 
animation techniques. The names and .films of some of these experimenters 
are: Hans Ritcher, "Rhythmus 21, 11 made in 1921; Marcel .Inchamp 1 s 11.Anaemic 
Cinema, n 19 26; Alexander Alexiei'f 1 s 11 A Night on Bare Mountain, 11 19 32; Oskar 
Fischinger, "Study 1/6, 11 19291 and 11 Clouds, 11 1932; Len Lye•s "Colour Box," 
1935.2 DJ.ring World War II the an:i.mated film came into its 01Vll as a method 
of communication. And with this rise of putpose two of animation's greatest 
pioneers to date came into prominence: Phil Stapp and Nonnan McLaren. 
1. Ibid., P• 121. 
2. 'M:Farber, Nation 175:337 (October ll, 1952), Films: "Kinesis Films." 
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furing this same time a small compaey also started making animated films 
with a purpose. The compaey was and still is United Productions of .America. 
The films made by these an:ima.tors were for educational purposes, to arouse 
quick interest in various national campaigns and war policies. McLaren's 
films during the war were mostly ooncemed w.i.. th such national problems and 
programs as inflation, "Dollar Source"; the buying of war bonds, "5 for 4"; 
and "Mail Early for Christmas." Stapp's films were more ccncemed with 
racial, religious, and economic problems: "Boundary Lines" and "Picture in 
Your Mind.u 
UPA 1s films were concerned with still another type of problem, 
that of educating the armed services. Their films were of the tra:i.ning or 
teaching nature - how to bail out of a plane, how not to fly a plane, etc. 
They also produced a film on social problems, "Brotherhood of Man, 11 l'lh:i.ch 
was the film that started UPA on the w;zy- to the great success it is todq. 
These subjects and problems merely scratch the surface of the 
vast area that can be covered by the animated film. The transmitting of 
ideas by drawing pictures is one of the ·basic methods of communication. The 
one thing lacking in picture . communication was movement. Ever since the 
Paleolithic. Era men have tried to give their pictures movement, give the 
illusion of motion. It is now possible to inject life into what once were 
static draw.i..ngs through motion pictures. Through the use of various motion 
picture teclmiques things are brought before our eyes that never could 
actual.J.;y be perceived before. Through the limits of photography in motion 
pictures we can actually perceive the course of lightning, a foot coming in 
contact with a football, a plant actua.J..ly growing, a bullet traveling th~ 
space, to mention only a few of the phenomena of life that are revealed to 
3 
us through the magic of motion pic·t.ures. When a limited medium such as 
photography is replaced by an unrestricted medium such as drawing, the oncy 
bou.ndary is the imagination and hence there is actua.J.:cy no limit to this 
, method of conununication. Ideas and concepts Iney' be expressed w.i.th a 
lucidity and speed that could never be equalled by any other method. It is . 
in the field of conmrunication that the animated film will achieve its 
greatest importance. Before the animated film can be used extensive~ in 
this field, methods and techniques have to be evolved that w.i.ll be versatile 
and less expensive. McLaren and Stapp have done much for the industr.r in 
this wa:y but still the equipment used by these men is a little out of the 
reach of the ordinary school, college, or institution. 
It is with this problem that this study is m~ concerned. By 
studying the various animation techniques through frame by frame ana.:cysis 
of professional animation filmsand by producing short experimental films 
and an~zing these results, the author has attempted to gain a definite 
insight into this problem. The techniques covered b"'.r this comparative 
~is are 1) .Pastel, 2) Clczy or plastic, 3) Hand painted film, 4) Cell, 
5) Animatic technique, or Baby Weems technique, 6) Scratch-off, and 7) Add-
on. These categories were chosen because they are the most practical. of 
the art fonn animation techniques derived so far. Through analyzing each 
of these it was possible to discover their limitations and advantages, each 
teclmique having certain qualities for attaining given effects more easily 
and better than others • This study should acquaint the reader vd th the 
production problems confronting the prospective animator of the low budget 
.fillll and the solutions to these problems. It is the aim of this study to 
serve as a starting point for more detailed and restricted studies in the 
field of animation. 
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PART II 
EQUIPMENT USED IN MAKING LOW BUIDET ANIMATED FIIW 
EQUIPMENT USED IN MAKING LOW BUIDET .ANIMATED FII1.5 
This chapter is written for the pulj?ose of acquainting the reader 
1 w.i.th the necessa:cy equipment needed for making animated films of the low 
; budget variety. The writer does .not attempt to enumerate all the equipment 
needed for a production comparable to a Disney film. Of course it is taken 
for granted that the reader has the regular equipment for making live-action 
productions. This equipment consists of at least the following: splicer, 
viewer, rewinds, projector, and if sound is desired, a movieola. 
The first piece of equipment to be discussed is the camera. For 
35Dill most studios use either the Bell and Howell or the Acme cameras, but 
for the low budget animator these cameras are out of the question financi-
ally because of their initial cost and the cost of using 35mm film. The 
writer made all his e:xperiments with 16mm. film, thus all equipment discussed 
in this chapter will be of 16nnn variety. 
The requirements the camera should fill are: 
1. single frame exposures 
2. single frame rewind 
3. dissolving mechanism 
4. a through the lens viewing apparatus 
5. ve:ey- good registering for superimposures 
Although the Kodak Cine Special fills all the requirements, it is 
1 not perfect for animation work. The writer found that it jumps and skips 
when the spring is wound too tight. When the spring is run dcmn over hal.f 
way the exposure increases (e.g., the shutter speed slows do"Wn). The 
, shutter functions properly when the spring is wound to 3/4 full tension, 
and it 'Will continue to work properly until it runs dovm. to 1/2 full tension. 
With single frame dissolves a light frame (e.g., an ove1'-eXPosure) is 
5 
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, produced at the end and beginning of the dissolve. The only way to remedy 
the situation is to cover the lens of the camera, click off the frame 
' beginning the dissolve, rewind one frame, remove the cover from lens and 
start exposing from this point. At the end of the dissolve the f:i.nal frame 
· of the dissolve is covered, the camera is rewound one frame and exposing 
goes on from this point. 
Though the Cine Special does have its deficiencies, it is used 
connnonly in the field of 16mm animation, and is probably the least expensive 
of a:rry of the cameras that are able to do the same work. 
The next piece of equipment in importance is the animation stand. 
The complexities of the animated film depend primarily on the versatility of 
the animation stand. Stands can range from merely sturdy fixed mounts for 
the camera, to the colliplex stands that Walt Disney usee, one of which can 
zoom three stories • 
To take advantage of the techniques mentioned in this study, the 
requirements the animati on stand should fulfill are: 
1. Zoom (vertical and oblique) 
2. The base should be able to be moved with a 
background on it 
The basic requirement. seems quite easily filled, that of a rigid 
mount for the camera, preferably vertical. This, however, is not as easy 
as it seems on the surface. The camera must be absolutely free from vibra-
tion of a:rry sort, and it must maintain perfect registration over the 
registration pins and glass platen. If the stand is made of wood, it must 
" be heavy wood, sturdily constructed and braced against the wall, rl.oor or 
ceiling. Most animation stands look over-sized, heavy and cumbersome, but 
as the writer found, it is absolutely necessary to build the stand out of 
11 
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proportion to mi.ni.mi~e v.i.bration. Most commercial stands are made of heavy 
steel and iron construction, actua.lly weighing tons • 
The writer's equipment consisted of only a wooden framework mounted 
on a plywood base. The stand -was merely a fixed rigid mount for the camera. 
It was made out of scrap lumber and mounted on a heavy table. A tripod top 
'
1
-was used for the actual camera and stand connection. Evexy time the camera 
I 
d.ra'Wing paper smooth. 
The 'Wl'iter's stand cost approximately $4.00 to build, whereas the 
' commercial animation stands cost from $15., 000 and up. This wooden frame 
I 
I -work was fairly successful for what the writer wanted to use it for., but it 
was in no wey completely sufficient as an animation stand. All effects were 
I 
I limited to just what could be done in the camera and in the art work. As 
1 this stand was not as r.45id as it should have been, great care had to be 
taken in shooting not to jiggle the stand. 
A necessary item in doing the art work for the animated film is 
the light table, that is, a drawing surface illuminated from beneath. This 
piece of equipment is quite simple to make. The usual structure of the light 
, table is a slanting drawing surface nth a glass, lucite or plex:i.gl.ass insert 
the si~e of the regular cell. This is illund.nated from beneath by an 
1 ordinary light bulb. The same type of registration pins that are used on 
11 
the base of the animation. stand are used on the light table to mount the 
drawing paper or cells and keep them in correct relationship • The profes-
- -~---"------=~--
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sional. light table has the registration pins and the glass drawing surface 
on a 'Wheel that enables the artist to work in any position. The table used 
I in the experiments discussed here was constructed of 1/4" plywood. The 
' 
transparent surface was plexiglass. The angle of inclination was approx-
1 imately twenty degrees. 
The method of registration used in the experiments was not the 
professional type. The cells and paper were not regulation. The registra-
1 
1 tion pins were wood screws with the tq>s cut off and screwed dovm to the top 
o.f the thread, as mentioned above. The smooth part of the screw was exact]¥ 
1 the size of the holes in notebook paper. Plain 'White notebook paper was 
1 used to do some of the cells on and the background also. 
I 
The transparent cells were sheets of acetate, cut to 911 by ll" and 
1 punched with a regular paper punch. They were mch thicker than professional 
cells. Because of the low budget they had to be used over and over again, 
being washed clean after each sequence. Twenty of them were used, 'Whereas 1 
if professional cells were used (each cell being used only once), there 
"WOuld have been many hundreds used. 
The complete animation set-up used by the 1'l1'i ter cost approximately' 
$lo.oo, not includ:i.!l..g the camera. An inexpensive professional studio 'rould 
cost axzy-where from $2.5,000 to $100,000 to equip. 
The qu.ali ty of the films done by the writer is crude. This is not 
'Wh.ol.ly due to the inadequacy of the inexpensive equipment but also to the 
inexperience of the e.xperimentor and because of the defects in the Cine 
Special. 
For animation, simple and direct, the equipment used was suf'ficient 
and practical. With the imagination of the artist "WOrking freely, this 
8 
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simple set-up can be used to produce some very effective results. These 
~~ results need not be too far from professional quality, if enough thought is 
given to the limitations of the equipment, and the film designed in accordan.ee 
with these limitations. 
11 
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EQUIPI~T CONSTRUCTED AND USED BY AUTHOR 
IN MAKING EXPERIMENTAL FILMS 
~============================~~==========~~ 
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PART III 
A DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF SEVEN METHODS OF ANIMATING FILMS 
-----
1. THE PAS TEL TECHNIQUE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE 
The "Pastel Technique" is a comparatively new method of a.n:i.znation. 
It was originated by Nonnan McLaren, and to my knowledge has not been used 
by anyone else. Fortunately Mr. McLaren is a clever artist and has 
explored the teclmique quite thoroughly. 
The 11Pastel Technique" is executed by drawing on a sheet of 
charcoal paper or illustration board wi. th pastel or charcoal, then changing 
the drawing slightly by smudging or modeling with the finger tips or 
cleansing tissue. 
A single piece of · paper ( charcoal or illustration board) is fixed 
rigidly in front of the camera. A drawing is done on the paper with char-
coal or pastel and then photographed. Then parts of the drawing are 
changed by smudging or "Wiping. The camera is then rewound and the change 
is dissolved in. This process is repeated over and over again for the 
length of the sequence. If a smooth transition is desired the dissolve is 
a most important factor. Because the changes cannot be fine enough and 
exactly controlled the effect is very jerky and irregular, if the technique 
' is filmed by using the progressive frame by frame eJ!posure. This effect 
can be used to advantage with some subjects, especially if it is syn-
chronized with music that is staccato. By dissolving the change-in over 
the previous scene the transition is much smoother. It was by this method 
that Mr. McLaren achieved the smooth transition in 11 A Little Phantasy, 11 
"Poulette Grise," and 11 Cbants Populairs No. 6. 11 
12 
ANALYSIS OF PASTEL TECHNIQUE 
This technique is particularly adept at portraying atmospheric 
changes and subtle changes in phantasy, such as cloud formation changing 
into a horse 1 s head, a range of mountains turning into a reclining figure, 
etc. It does not lend itself ver,y easily to the movement of a solid or 
clear~ defined object or to the detailed change or movement of ~ type. 
The effects on the whole are ver.r nebulous, vague, and subtle. 
The "Pastel Technique" is worked in conjunction with the "Add-on 
Technique" ve:ty often. .An example of this is "A Little Phantasyn (men-
tioned before). 
One of the disadvantages of this technique is that the artist to 
put over the transition has to be fairlY clever, in order to keep the film 
progressing. He has to be able to work fast under pressure. It is also a 
• good idea for him to have a detailed log of all changes he is to make and 
1 when to make them. If he depends on his memozy he is liable to become so 
engrossed in one object that in changing that particular one he forgets 
1 about other objects that are changing at the same time. The artist must 
also be capable of knowing just how far to change a scene before exposing 
, it, to attain the given effect. 
The reason pastel or charcoal is used instead of paint is because 
there is no wai. ti.ng for the dlying and no problem of reflection. Also 
these medias are more plastic, they can be changed and rendered more 
easily than can oil paint, water color, or tempera. 
The main difficulty of this technique, however, is the time 
13 
element. With one artist doing the complete film and working with the 
camera all the time, the animation facilities are held up for quite some 
time. This is the reason ·Why" this technique is not used extensivezy on a 
commercial. basi s. However, iri working in such close contact w.i. th the 
camera the artist has much more control over the final results. If he is 
dissatisfied vd th one effect he ea.n irmnediatezy improvise another. He has 
the advantage of seeing the film g·row right under his eyes. He enjoys the 
freedom of the painter and the composer. This is a far cry from elaborate 
animation factories, in "Which cartoon f:i.1ms · are mass produced. 
EQUIPMENT 
The equipment needed for the pastel technique is very meager. It 
,
1 
is one of the least expensive of all the animation methods, for the reason 
~· than an animation stand is not needed nor a single frame animation camera. 
A camera that is able to be rewound 'With a frame counter is sufficient. 
1. Camera 
2. Tripod 
3• Rigid vertical mount for drawing 
4. One dra-wing surface (paper or lx>ard) . 
5. A soft medium to dra:V'r "With (charcoal or pastel) 
6. A source of light (distributed evency over 
the working surface) 
DESCRIPriON AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL FILM 
Stoey of Experimental Film 
This film shows the transition of a pastoral countryside to a 
large city. The major steps in the film are: 
--- -=---~ 
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1. The pastoral countzyside with roadway 
2. The same countzyside with two cabins along roadwq 
3• The telegraph poles appear along roadway 
4. Small buildings spring up 
5. Larger buildings groii out of the small buildings 
6. Buildings grow dark 
7. Lights go on 
(See stozyboard, page 1, Volume II.) 
How Experimental Film was Made (General) 
The drawing of the pastoral scene was done on a piece of medium 
gray charcoal paper mounted on a draw.ing board. The drawing board was 
then fastened securely to the wan. The camera was placed directly in 
.front of the drawing on a tripod. The distance from the camera to the 
drawing was just enough so that by using the one inch lens the drawing 
completely filled the frame. Two #2 photofloods were then placed on either 
side of the drawing equi-distant from the drawing, giving equal light vaJ.ue 
all over the drawing. The scene -was then faded-in over a distance of 40 
frames. A:fter this fade. aJ.l fiJm:ing was done a frame at a time. 
The changes in the scene were made by rubbing and smdging the 
, cb.al'Q)al drawing with the fingers or paper tissue, by erasing parts of the 
drawing, and by drawing over the scene with charcoal or cb.alk.1 After each 
slight change the drawing was filmed, each take~ in length from 3 
to 8 frames. This process of snudging, drawing, erasing, chalking, and 
filming went on until the pastoral scene had changed to a city at dusk. 
The scene then faded out to darkness. 
1. See illustrat.i.ons, pages 1-4, Volume II. 
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How Experimental Film was Made (A Step by Step Description) 
After the fade-in to the pastoral scene the first change takes 
place. This dla.nge was made by wiping and smudging the clouds in the sky 
so that their position was slightly altered. The drawing was then photo-
graphed using three frames. The same process of altering the clouds, 
ma.inly that of wiping off the back and adding to the front, was repeated 
over and over again, giving the illusion of the clouds moving across the 
, sky. The moon then appears from behind a cloud. This was done by moving 
the cloud by a series of w.ipes and smudges and drawing the moon in bit by 
bit with white pastel as it appears from behind the cloud. The moon was 
. made to move across the sky by subtracting or w:iping a.-wey- the back of the 
moon and adding a little to the front. 
After each slight change the drawing was filmed, two to three 
frames per take. The cabins then begin to appear, little by little they 
grow and take shape. This illusion was attained by drawing the cabins a 
line at a time, filming after evel'jT' new line two or three frames. .Af'ter 
1 the cabins are completed the telegraph poles start to grow. This effect 
. was also attained by adding a little at a time and filming until the poles 
' were completed. The use of this same additive technique of drawing on top 
of one drawing after another, slowly smudgi.ilg out the previous drawing, is 
used in all of the following transfonnations: From the cabins and tele-
graph poles, "Windows and small buildings appear; 1:h ese in tum grow into 
larger buildings, with more and smaller windows; the roa~ turns into a 
street with sidewalks and the buildings grow dark. The draw.i.ng was then 
smudged all over, giving the illusion of haze subduing the city. 
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After the complete drawing had been smudged and darkened, the 
drawing was faded out in forty frames. 
Film .Analyzed 
The effect of the film is much too quick and abrupt. The complete 
film takes only one minute and three-quarters or 2520 frames • This means 
that there were approximately 840 separate changes made on the draw.i.ng • 
. The film stor,y is much too large to be told in s.uch a short length of film. 
Directly after the fade-in, the film lightens considerably, 
making a disturbing jump from dark to light. This was caused by the lens 
setting not being changed from the time of the fade-in when shooting at 24 
frames per second to shooting the main body of the film at one frame at a 
time. The e:xposure changes from 1/50 of a second to 1/24. 
The easiest way of remedying this situation would be to shoot 
the ro mplete film, fade-ins, dissolving, etc:., all at one frame a take. 
The changes in t..l:le sky are much too abrupt, the trail of the 
, moon is jerky. This is caused by the unequal changes in each item in the 
drawing and each change being too much of a change, e.g., the items in the 
drawing underwent too great a change between takes, thus causing a jerky 
effect. The .first of these faults can be corrected, mald ng each change 
equal in each item to be changed at a given time. The best way to make 
sure that each item is dtanged a specified amount at a given time is to 
make out a complete shooting log, listing all changes and the amount of 
change to take place in each item at a given time. This will tend to 
control every change and make certain that every item that is supposed 
to change is changed by the artist, who rometi.mes forgets to change one 
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or two items for a few takes, if not reminded. 
The col'I'ection of the jerky effect can be attained by using the 
dissolve. This will take in t.'lle unequal · changes along w.ith the changes 
that were too great. It will smooth out the whole effect. 
Sometimes this jerky effect mey be -wanted. It may be the 
character of the object the artist is portraying or it may be synchronized 
w.Lth music so that the jerkiness may have a definite rhythm and pattern 
relative to the music. 
Both the making of a shooting log and the reducing of each change 
between takes with the use of dissolves, vrould be the main corrections to 
be made in this technique as this artist experimented with it. 
Other small imperfections in this film were: 
1. The camera was moved once and was not reset in 
exact register. 
2. As the Kodak Cine-Special winds down, the exposure 
increases, thus making it necessary to keep the 
camera wound fairly tight. The best practice is 
to wind it after every ten feet has been run off, 
when using it as a single frame animation camera. 
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2. .JI..DD-ON TECHNIQUE 
DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE 
The "Add-On Techniquen is very similar to the "Scratch-Of'f' 
Technique" in ef'fect. It is primarily used for the growth of an object. 
The simplest and most common use of the technique is in line drawings, 
tracing the course of an object, or the grow.i.ng and development of an 
object such as a tree or bush. 
The method is worked by drawing on a sheet of' paper or glass 
I 
under the camera. A little bit is dravm at a time and then e:Jq?osed for a 
:few :frames (one or two) and thm a littJ.e more is dravm and exposed again. 
The drawing can be done in any medium on any textured surface. The most 
practical combination is the one in 'Which the artist can control the media 
easiest and best. 
TECHNIQUE ANALYZED 
The 11Add-On Technique" is a ve:xy l:i.Jnited animation method if' 
used strictly by itself. It is usually comlined with another technique 
or group of' techniques. It can be used very ef'f'ectively with the "Pastel" 
media and dissolve method for 8mooth growth of' an object. "A Little 
Phantasy11 is an excellent example of this use. Phil Stapp uses it in 
1 another way in 11Boundar.y- Lines. n A red lirie creeps dovm an arm, hand, 
I 
and finger. This is not done with the dissolve but ·with the single frame 
progressive method. The rough texture of' the line and the jerky course 
11 show this very well. In the writer's experimental film a ciw appears 
I 
out of' the darlo:less of a piece of' black paper by this method. Neon signs, 
I 
street lights, lighted 'Windows, outlines of buildings aJ.1 appear by 
drawing them in little by little and filming after each tiny addition. 
By using the "Add-On" method alone, vdthout combining it with 
dissolves, the grovrth of objects is often irregular and jerky; whereas the 
same sequence done by the "Scratch-Off Tedlnique" will be smooth and 
' regular. The reason for this is that a much greater control can be held 
over the "Scratch-Off" method. Each addition or in the case of the 
, "Scratch-Off Technique" each scratch is much smaller and more regular than 
is the drawing of an addition-'to a line or lines. 
For the rough and abrupt gro~"t.h of an object or line this tech-
nique in itself is sufficient. If in the development of an object a smooth 
transition but a ragged line or drawing is desired, this method combined 
with dissolves will be very successful. To attain the effect of the smooth 
growth of an article with detailed movement and fineness of drawing, it is 
not recommended that the "Add-On Teclmique" be used. The 11Scratch-Offn 
, method is much the easier wey- of obtaining this effect. 
The "Add-On" method is only recommended in doing the roughest and 
simplest of line drawings and outlines. The technique in its uses thus far 
has been oncy a part of the "Pastel" method but in its essence has more of 
the properties of the "Scratch-Off Technique.n It is for this reason that 
in the wr.i. ter's films the "Add-On" method is used in conjunction 'With the 
"Pastel" but in the written study is classified with the 11Scratch-Off 
Technique•" 
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EQUIPMENT 
1. Single frame animation camera 
2. Rigid mount for camera 
3. Dra'Wing surface mounted rigidly 
4. Two Numbe"'%'::.2 lamps with reflectors 
5. Medium for drawing (pencil, charcoal, pastel, 
ink, tempera, etc. ) 
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL FILM 
Sto:ey of Experimental Film 
This is a continuation of the 11Pastel Technique" film. After the 
city blacks out in the 11Pastel11 sequence, the 11Add-On Technique" continues 
with the lighting up of the city at night. Little by little the neon signs, 
electric lights, and lighted windows appear on the black background. 
1 
Hcn"f Experimental Film was Made 
A black piece of c:onstruction paper was tacked on the draw:Ulg 
board, mounted on the wall, in place of the piece of charroal paper used 
to work the 11Pastel Technique." The camera remained in the same place so 
the registering and focusing were the same as in the 11Pastel Technique.n 
The lighting also remained the same. Then by drawing with 'White pastel on 
· the black paper, neon signs, electric lights, animated signs, store windows, 
etc., lighted up and the city took life once again. The: amount of dra:wing 
done between each e:xposure was increased as the film proceeded, that is, 
more and more objects were drawn in eadl time. While addi ti.ons were being 
made to some signs, others were started, etc. This increased the tempo of 
the film, so at the end the city seemed to e~lode with light. As the 
number of lights grew the illumination became greater and the outlines and 
sides of the buildings appeared. The broad side of the pastel was used 
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for shading the buildings, as t..l-te intensity of the light increased. After 
the complete piece of black paper had been covered "With white drawings of 
signs and lights_, the sequence ended abruptly. 
Film AnaJ.y~ed 
For the subject treated, the film was satisfacto~. To attain 
the effect of neon signs flashing on and off some of the signs •rere 
erased, exposed and then re-drawn. The idea would wol'ic if it were possible 
to erase the preceding image completely, but an after image remained .on 
the black paper and was vaguely reoorded by the camera. The abrupt appe<U'-
ance of the signs was quite in keeping with the flashing l?igns of the c:i.ty 
at night. T.P..ere was little attempt to attain smooth growth 'With the 
technique used only as "Add-On Tedlnique, II -without the aid of any other 
method. 
The sequence could have been designed a little better by the 
artist. The drawing could have been refined .. aJ.so. 
The technique as used independentzy' is a simple, rough method 
of animation but can be used quite successfully and effectively if used 
with imagination and skill. It is a very important part of the 11 Pastel 
Technique" and is even more effective v.hen used with this technique a:nd 
dissolves. 
--- -- - --=- -~-- ~===-= 
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3. THE CLAY TECHNIQUE 
DESCRIPTION OF CLAY TECHNIQUE 
The 11 Clay Technique" is the only three dimensional technique 
discussed in this study. It is strictly an independent animation method 
thus far, but there are definite possibilities of using it in conjtmction 
w.i.. t..h other types of art work; painted backgrounds against which the clay 
could be animated and three dimensional models. 
The "Clew Technique" is worked by the modeling of a plastic 
substance, little by little, photographing after each micros_copic•change. 
The modeling material can be any plastic substance that can be modeled 
easily. 
The technique has been little explored and the only .film that 
has come to the attention of the writer is 11 No Credit. 11 
ANALYSIS OF CLAY TECHNIQUE 
The "Clay Techniqueu is a very specialized method of animation. 
It can only be used to portray very specific effects, such as biological 
' studies and studies in abstract movement. The sculptor., to gain smooth 
transition from one dlange to another, has to be very clever to make these 
changes regular and subtle. If the sequence is not long and complicated 
the best way to attain a smooth transition is to dissolve in each change. 
Where the changes are detailed and complex the dissolve would be imprac-
tical because or the time element involved in rew.i.nding the camera after 
every slight change. If the sculptor is using plastisene (oil base cJay) 
the lights heat the clay to such a degree that the clay becomes almost too 
- - -- - ...=:::=- -~-- - -- ___..=;;;;:,. -
supple, and delicateness in sculpturing is not possible. When plastilene 
(water base cley) is used the opposite effect takes place; the heat from 
the lights dries the clay ver.r quickly and, therefore, the clay becomes 
brittle and impossible to model. Plastisene is the best material to use 
in this technique, if the lighting is sufficiently cool. 
In lighting the objects being modeled there is much more freedom 
and chance for creativeness. Throughout the process the lighting may be 
changed gradually to attain certain desired effects. 
The 11 aLay Technique" IDai7 be ve:cy well combined with the methal of 
moving light beams over objects; ( 11Life of a Titan11-0ertel) and ~·Shapes 
and Forms"-Hoellering). Parts of the sculpture are continuously being 
masked and unmasked by moving the lights. This technique along w.i. th the 
' actual sculpturing of the clay gives the clay method of animation a some-
what extended range of possibilities for animation, bllt is still a very 
specialized technique. 
EQUIPMENT 
This is another method Where equipment needs are at a minimum. 
The same equipiOOnt approximately that is used with the pastel technique 
is enployed: 
1. Single frame animation camera 
2. Tripod 
3· .Lighting 
4. Surface on which to work clay 
~==---
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DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL FILM 
Stocy of Experimental Film 
There is no particular story involved in this film, that is, 
there was no script written. The artist merely starts with a ball of soft 
cley and makes up the sequence of events as he goes along. 
First, out of t..'lle ball a face appears. One ear wiggles. The 
eyes merge and the hole gets deeper and deeper. The hole envelopes the 
face and the clay becomes an amorphous shape. Small pieces of clay break 
off this larger shape, roll around, and are swallowed up by the larger 
shape. One smaJ.l chunk escapes. The large amorphous shape now flattens 
to a rather pancake shape. It then rebuilds itself up to the ball that 
it started 'With. 
How &q:>erimental Film was Made (General) 
The modeling was done with a ball of clay about the size of a 
small grapefruit. The camera was set on a tripod shooting down at about 
a 30 degree angle from the horizontal. Lighting consisted of two #2 
photofloods and a spot. 
The ball of clay was placed on a large piece o f cardboard in 
front of the camera. The ball was directly in the middle of the frame. 
The lighting was set up so that one flood was the main light, one f'lood 
was a fill-in, and the spot was the back light. The clay was then 
modeled from the ball to various other shapes. Every little change "\"fa.S 
filmed two or three frames a take. The entire film was made by 
continuously changing the clay slightly from frame to frame. 
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Hem: Experimental Film was Made (A Step by Step Descr-iption) 
From the original ball of clay a face was transformed. The 
experiment was started by making slight indentations in the original ball 
of clay for eyes. These indentations in the position of eyes were then 
made deeper and deeper. .After each touch the clay was filmed at two 
frames a take. .As the eyes grew deeper and larger, the nose was shaped 
along with the mouth and ears. One ear was then made to t'Wi tch. This 
was done by moving the tip of the ear ever so slightly downward and filming 
it two frames, bendil"'_g it again further and filming it two more frames. 
This downward process contixnted for two more takes at two frames apiece. 
The upward course was done in the same manner, bending the ear up little 
by little until it reached its original position. The complete twitch 
takes thirty-two frames, sll."teen frames down and sixteen frames up. 
The two eyes now expand, larger and larger, merging into one large hole 
which then finally envelopes the entire face. This transition similarly 
was done by merely modeling bit by bit, filming after even the slightest 
touch. The piece of clay now being an amorphous shape undulates and 
moves within itself . A small piece of clay approaches it; this is done 
by moving the s:mal.l piece a little at a time and filming two frames per 
take. Another hole was modeled into the large piece simulating a mouth 
'Which then swallowed the little piece of clay when the little piece 
approached too close. The swallowing was accomplished by moving the 
smaller chunk of clay into the hole in the larger piece of clay and then 
modeling the hole closed around the small piece. Another small chunk 
appears from around in back of the large mass, waddles around in front 
and disappears off to the side. The movement here was done in the same 
wey- as the previous small piece was moved. The large mass collapses into 
the form of a pancake. It is then remolded back to its original shape, 
that of a ball, to end the film. 
Film AnaJ.yzed 
The :impression Was that the chunks of clay had life of their 
own and could move about under their OVlll power. Any dramatic effect that 
might have been attainedthrough this film was lost because the size of 
the pieces of clay were too small in relation to the screen, e.g., they 
did not occupy enough of the picture. The fact is, the complete effect 
is weak. 
The film's effect was made weak by the relationship of the si.. ze 
of the clay to the size of the frame of reference. The subtle movements 
were all but lost for this reason. To increase the dramatic effect the 
camera would have to be moved, 2iOomed, dollied or just cut to close ups 
of some of the movene nts; in short, resort to a few live action film 
tec.'uti.qu.es. The movements and gestures could also stand to be exaggerated 
to add a little more drama or humor. Because the changes in clay anima-
tion are subtle anyway, the closer the camera is or the more of the 
screen the clay occupies, the greater the dramatic effect. 
Another fault in this fj,lm was that a large mass did not move 
around Yd thin the frame of reference. This also "M:>uld have made the film 
more interesting. 
Some of the transitions yrere smooth in this film due to the 
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fact that each movement between takes was slight. 
The cley i¥aS so hot under the lights that it was made vecy- soft 
and pliable; the slightest pressure disturbed the complete shape and form. 
This fact made it very difficult to model anything detailed or severe. 
The abrupt changes in the exposu:re were brought about by the 
fact that this Cine Speci.aJ. increases in e1q> osure as the spring runs do·wn. 
When it is rewound, the exposure which has been increasing gradna~ is 
then cut do"Wll abruptJ.y by the taut spring. 
To attain a fairly good rate of speed, one hand molded the clay 
while the other hand controlled -the exposure button. 
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4. THE CELL TECHNIQUE 
DESCRIPTION OF CELL TECHNIQUE 
The Cell Technique is the method used by nearly all the connn.e!'-
c:ial animation studios. The films made by this method can vary from the 
simplest and crudest type to the most complex of animated films, such as 
llisney's 1'Fantasia.'' This, therefore, is the most versatile of all anima-
tion techniques. 
The usual procedure for animating a sequence by this method is 
to draw the background on one piece of opaque paper stock, then super-
impose over this background the mo'rlng figures. The figures are painted 
-with opaque colors on pieces of transparent celluloid sheets (cell is 
abbreviated form). To maintain perfect registration the cells have three 
perforations at the top; this enables the cell to be held in place by 
registration pins on the dra~ board and animation stand. The back-
ground shows through the transparent cell in every place with the exception 
of the opaque figure spots. To give the illusion of movement of the 
figures, the drawings are changed evel;' so slightly from cell to cell.1 
v~en these drawings are filmed each cell is exposed approximately two 
frames. The figure can be made to travel across the background by using 
a "panu background, that is, a background painted on a long sheet of 
paper, and moving it little by little in the opposite direction from 
where the figure is going. Although the figure moves in one spot, the 
illusion that it is travelling is attained by the background moving by it. 
1. See illustrations, pages 8-18, Volume II. 
The action is not limited to one cell acting on a background 
but there may be as ~ as fifteen cells superimposed over one another 
at one time. Exposure correction is needed for more than two cells at a 
time. This type of complex animation is reserved: for . the unlimited 
budget, films such as made b,y Walt Disne,r. 
The cell technique is ey far the most exploited of all animation 
methods. 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CELL TECHNIQ~ 
The technique of using a transparent substcmce for the action 
drawings of the animated film was tried out ey Earl Hurd "When drawing 
11 Bobey Bump." It was patented in 1915. Previ.ously a Mr. John R. Brey 
used the reverse tec.P.n:i.que ey doing the background on a transparent 
substance and superimposing it over the action drawings, illuminating it 
from beneath. Before either of these methods came out the complete back-
ground was drawn in w.i..th each cartoon f~ure. 
The actual use of celluloid for drawing was dis covered by 
Paul Teny who also made the first commercial animated cartoon, 11Li ttle 
Hennan. n Terry was also the first to draw animal. characters in human-
like fom. 
Raoul Barre introduced the system where oncy the moving parts 
of the figure were drawn, being superimposed over the stationary part of 
the figure. This technique developed later into the "cut-out" method of 
animation. Barre also originated the use of registration pins for 
correctly relating one drawing to another in both photographing and 
1. See How to Make Animated Cartoons by Nat FaJ.k, Foundation Books, 
19"4!; for detalled history. 
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drawing. 
These men invented the essential elements of the cell technique. 
Since then there have beenan ever increasing parade of men trying to 
improve and perfect this technique. Some of tJlese men were Gregoxy LaCava 
of International Film Service, Jack KiP..g of King Features, John Foster 
and Walter Lantz of Lantz Productions, Max Fleischer of Fl.eis cher Studios, 
and perllaps the most famous of all, Walt Disney. Disney's rise has been 
the most spectacular, from a garage workshop to a $2,000,000 plant, 'With 
1500 artists working for him. He has gone from tJle simplest Mickey Mouse 
cartoons to the most technically perfect and cample..x of ~~1 animated 
films, such as "Fantasia, 11 11AU.ce in Wonderland, 11 "Peter Pan, n etc. 
Disney is most concerned with the achievement of realism by animation. 
He has stopped at nothing to attain the effect. His figure action 
sequences are practically perfect as far as correct movement and smooth-
ness of motion. To achieve these results Itlsney has gone to the extent 
of making a complete film using live actors to get the cor-rect action 
for his animated characters. 
This type of technical perfection has its defects. Wit.lJ. the 
striving for technical perfection the creative quality of the work tends 
to suffer, it grows st"ale, stilted and forced. Is this then an actual 
improvement? 
A refreshing new turn has taken place in the cell animated. f1lm 
industr.r vii th the coming of United Productions of .America, a small but 
prolific company that started doing instructional films for the Anned 
Forces during the Second World War and now has studios in California 
and New York. They have improved the oontent quaJ..i ty of the animated 
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film to a large extent and have evolved: a fresh, simplified, progressive 
style of art work. The industry has received new life "i'li th this revolu-
td. onazy little company. 
EQUIPMENT 
1. Animation stand 
2. Single frame animation camera 
3. Light table 
4. Two 150 watt lamps with reflectors 
5. Cells 
6. 
7. 
Paper stock with registration holes 
Glass platen 
The most difi'icult requirement to fill, in the cell technique 
equipment list, is the animation stand. This varies depending upon the 
extent to which the organi~ation 'Wishes to develop the tec.'l-}nique. For 
the simplest uses of the cell technique all that is needed is a sturdy 
vertical support for the camera. For more complex uses, zooming, panning, 
etc., the animation stand is much more than a sturdy mount for a camera; 
it then becomes a oomple:x:, expensive piece oi' precision-built equipment, 
costing upwards of $10,000. 
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL FILM 
Stoey of Experimental Film 
1. Man walks along the street passing houses 
2 • Man turns and goes into a building 
3. Man goes through an office 
4. Door opens and man enters private office 
5. Door closes 
6. Door opens 
7. Observer moves into office 
8. Finds desk stacked high with papers 
9. On closer investigation finds cigar smoldering 
in ash tray 
10. Income tax forms on desk 
11. Observer sunnises what has happened 
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12. Empty desk chair 
13. Open window 
14. Observer looks down into street bel~ 
How Experimental Film was Made 
The first sequence of the man walking along the street was done 
by a series of ten drawings of the man. All ten drawings were identical 
except for t.~e placement of the feet. 2 The feet were dravm in consecutive 
positions of walking. The set of ten drawings complete one step. These 
drawings were then rotated thirteen times to achieve the sequence of 
walking. The houses the nan passed were dra1m on a long meet of acetate, 
which was placed over the drawings of the man, and after each exposure 
and new drawing of the man was in place, the background was moved slightly 
according to a chart. The movement was in the opposite direction to which 
the man was facing: although the man remained in the same position with 
only his feet in motion and some subtle movements of the body to simulate 
walking, the illusion was that he was actually progressing, shown by the 
houses in the background. 
The second sequence, where the man turns and bounces off into a 
distant building, was done by making another series of drawings, twenty-
seven this time.3 Each drawing is smaller than the preceding one and leans 
in the opposite direction; smaller and smaller they grow until the man 
dis appears into the building. The background remains stationacy. 
The next · series of drawings '¥laS ·· done on transparent cells 
1. See illustrations, pagec78, Volume II. 
2 • 11 11 II 8- 18 9 II II 
3• II II II 19-47, 11 II 
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which were superimposed over the background of an office with many desks 
loaded with papers. As the man moved from the back of the office toward 
the camera position he grew larger. To give the illusion that he was 
coming forward, each drawing was made slightly larger than the preceding 
one.l The drawings alternated from a right lean on the light foot to a 
left lean on the left foot. The complete scene lasted only fort,y-two 
frames, two frames shot before the door opened, then two frames apiece 
for each of the twen~ cells. 
The man entering the private office was done using the same 
method as passing through the outer office. The CO'lr se travelled by the 
man was different so the twenty cells were washed and twenty new drawings 
were made. 2 The cells were laid one at a time over the background drawing 
of the doorway and hall. The door opens by means of cut-outs. The door 
itself was drawn :in four positions of opening, from closed·· to wide open. 
These drawings were cut out and fitted · into place against the door frame 
in sequence, thus simulating a door opening. The door closes by thQ same 
method in reverse. The door opens again, this time more slowly because 
seven drawings instead of four were used. Inside the office is seen a 
desk litteredwith papers. Through a series of dissolves the observer 
moves close to the desk. Each dissolve was into a larger drawing of the 
desk. The observer sees smoke rising from the desk. A series of five 
cells were made, with the airbrush, of smoke-like texture, each cell 
va:rying slightly from each other. In rotating these cells back and forth 
exposing each for two frames, the illusion of smoke rising was attained. 
1. See illustrations, pages 47-49. Volume II. 
2e II II II 55-56, II II 
The cigar smoldering in the ask tray is seen next. This is done by the 
same method of rotating a series of five cells over a background. Through 
a dissolve the income tax fonn comes into view in a medium shot; this is 
then dissolved into a close up of the form. The heading of the fonn 
spirals up to a big "Income Tax. 11 A series of eleven lines of lettering 
reading "Income Tax11 was done, graduating in si. ze from small to large and 
arranging them in a spiral course.l 
These lines were then filmed ·consecutively, two frames a line, 
makiv.g this sequence twenty-two frames in all. After the word 11Income Tax" 
appeared, smaller ntaxes 11 appeared by the 11Add-On11 method. The word 11 taxn 
was printed on the paper many times, increasing in size and number after 
every exposure, until finally one word "TAX" was printed across the whole 
piece of paper. A piece of glass was then laid on top of the printing and 
black ink was splashed on the glass covering up everything. The drawing 
of the empty office chair was then placed under the glass painted black. 
With a razor the black ink was then scraped off from the center out, 
sinrulating a shattering and revealing the scene of the empty office chair. 
From the shot of the empty office chair the scene was cut to the open 
'Window, and then to a long shot looking down into the street below. 
Film An.alyzed 
The effect of the man walking along the street is satisfactory 
as far as the movement of the feet in imitating walking and in passing 
houses is concerned. The sequence could have been improved by having the 
1. See illustrations, pages 64-75, Volume II. 
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houses lower, so that they would not pass through the man's face. The 
scene o:f the man turning and entering the building is much too fast. There 
should have been mruzy- more drawings for this sequence. This would bring 
about a more gradual and even app roach of the man to the building. The 
contrast between the slow movement of the first scene and the fast movement 
of the second scene affords a little humor. The third scene of the man 
passing through the office is also too fast. More drawings are needed here 
and in the next scene of the man entering the private office. 
The dissolves in the following :four scenes were successful in 
bringing the observer close to tb-e desk. The smoke sequence was not as 
successful, as the smoke rising from the cigar is not smooth enough. It 
is jerky, abrupt, and too fast. This can be corrected by more cells and 
the change between these cells not being as great and the exposure being 
only one frame for each cell. The tax form sequence is quite successful 
in effect, except for the length of time the black glass remains on the 
screen. It should be cut about h-rf, as lfell as the next two scenes, the 
empty office chair and the open ·window. The final shot is all right but 
does not express the idea for which the writer designed it. As a final 
scene it does not have the impact it should have. 
5. Alll-rMATIC TECHNIQUE 
DESCRIPTION OF ANIMATIC TECHNIQUE 
The Animatic Technique is the new name given the "Baby Weemsnl 
method. It is similar to the 11 Cell 11 technique in that all changes of 
scenes are brought about by the change of drawings; the only difference 
being that the drawings are exposed many frames more than are the 11 Cel1" 
drawings. This technique is more like a series of still pictures. With 
these pictures several camera techniques are applied (dissolves, zooms, 
dollies, pans, and tilts) to introduce action into these still pictures. 
The "Cell11 technique is used along vii th this method but at a minimum. To 
introduce actual motion 'Within the still pictures cut-outs are used. The 
animatic method 1vith cut-outs is the latest and most successfUl technique 
in animating television commercials today. A minimum of action is applied 
within a scene. The design, subject matter, and rendering hold the 
interest instead of motion. This is how 11Baby Weems 11 was made a few years 
ago, but until television came along this technique was not used to any 
extent. The animatic technique has also been called the 11 reg1lar film" 
technique because it is photographed and designed similar to an actual 
live-action~ film. 
One of the most time-saving, labor-saving, and hence cost-saving, 
advantages of this technique is the use of the dynamic powers of cutting. 
This includes all types of cutting, montage, parallel editing, referential 
cross cutting, etc. With the use of cutting a completely new sense of 
1 . See film analyzed, Appendix v:i:j.., Volume I. 
movement is introduced .into the animated films. It can be employed to 
build suspense and bring elements of the sto:ry into a new relationship. · 
Cutting can also be used in conjunction with other animation techniques 
but with the animatic method it is used most effectively. 
To execute this technique a series of drawings are done. These 
dravd.ngs should illustrate the subject in the most dynamic and interesting 
way the artist finds possible, simulating ingenius ca.IOOra work, making 
use of perspective, and taking into consideration all possible moveJIBnts 
made by the camera. These drawings may be so designed as to give the 
illusion of actual depth instead of only two dimensional, flat drawings. 
For example, the perspective of a drawing of a hallway can be so designed 
that as the camera zooms do-wn on the drawing the illusion of proceeding 
down the corridor is actually felt. The walls seem to be passing by on 
either side, the floor passes under your feet and the ceiling over your 
head, and the door at the end of the corridor gets larger just as it 
would if it were being seen in a regular live-action type film. The 
effects and illusions that can be created · in the use of the animat.ic 
technique to its fullest are practically unlimited. 
ANALYSIS OF ANIMATIC TECHNIQUE 
The animatic technique is probably the most versatile and 
effective method of animation so far invented, . . nth the exception of the 
actual "Cell" technique. The animatic technique has a large range of 
subject matter and effects that can be created. With the combination of 
a few cells and cut-outs this method can be used to animate anything that 
it is possible to animate. 
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The one drawback in using this method to its fullest is the 
expense of an animati on stand that allows zooming, panning, and tilting. 
The complete animation stand is discussed in the chapter on Equipment. 
However, in spite of this drawback, the anima tic method of animation i s 
one of the most effective. With the stationru:y animation stand, effects 
suchas dissolves, fade-ins, superimpositions, etc., can still be used, 
and along with a few cells and cut-outs this technique is still very 
versatile. 
The artist is mt tied down to flat figures and simple back-
grounds. :D .etailed drawings with subtle effects can be used because of 
the longer screen time for each scene. In fact, the number of drawings 
is greatly reduced from that of the 11 Cell11 method for this reason. For 
mass production animation 'II'Ork, this technique affords higher qual.i ty art 
work for less cost than a:ey other technique. 
The one detail that regular 11 Cell 11 animation has over the 
anima tic technique is the perfection of smooth rovement in action figures. 
In maQY films, however, smooth, detailed action is not necessar,r even 
though it is used. The low cost animated film producer should be aware 
of this and tr.y to eliminate all unnecessar.r detailed movement. Quick 
cut broad movements will suffice in many cases. An excellent example o.f 
the animatic technique is seen in Walt Dl.sney 1s 11 Baby Weems, 11 a sequence 
from the fil m "The Reluctant Dragon. 11 A frame by frame anaJ:ysis of th:is 
sequence is contained in the Appendix. 
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EQUIPMENT 
1. Animation stand 
2. Single frame animation camera 
3. Paper stock with registration punches 
4. Light table 
5. Lights (two 150 watt) 
The a.nimatic technique was used in conjunction with the "Cellu 
technique in the writer's film. For description and analysis, see 11 Cell11 
technique under Description and Analysis. 
6. SCRATCH-OFF TECHNIQUE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE 
The 11Scratch-Off11 method of animation is usually not used as a 
complete teclmique in itself, but is used in conjunction with other film 
techniques. A complete f'ilm :is never made by using o:nly this tec.lmique. 
There is no real histoiY to this technique, but it has been 
used for years in title work and in tracing routes on maps, etc. 
It is a very simple technique to work. If the effect of some-
thing disappearing is desired, the artist completely draws the object 
that is to disappear on glass. Then little by little with a knife or 
razor blade he scratches the object off the glass, exposing after each 
tiey particle is removed. The speed at which the object disappears is 
determined by the amount scratched off between each e~osure. To make 
an object appear as if it were growing by itself is done by going through 
the exact procedure with the exception of photographing the process 
upside down. When the film returns after being processed it is reversed 
and the illusion of growth is experienced. 
ANALYSIS OF SCRATCH-OFF TECHNIQUE 
The nscratch-Offu technique, although used for years, has not 
been expanded until recent years. The major uses for this technique have 
been in the making of titles and in tracing courses over maps. With the 
exception of these two simple uses, this technique has not been used to 
any extent until Phil Stapp in "Boundary Lines" and "Picture in Your 
Mind111 and Nonnan McLaren in several of his films used this technique 
very effectively in several sequences to show growth. 
In 11 Boundaey Lines" the openi:q; sequence shows a single line 
travelling about in space, finally describing two line drawn figures. 
In 11Picture in Your Mind" the growth of a beautiful central balance 
design is one of the moat complex uses of this te~~nique. There are 
several other examples of the 11Scratch.-Off11 technique seen in these films 
and also in McLaren's film 11A Little Phantasy." 
Growth and decay are two of the most important aspects of move-
ment that can be expressed through animation techniques, because of the 
uncanny power of animation to telescope time. Through animation worlds 
can be born in a matter of seconds before our very eyes. This is shovm 
in the 11Rite of Spring 11 sequence from Disney's "Fantasia." In a few 
seoonds the artist's conception of the creation of the world is expressed 
on the sere en; through the convulsions of the earth mountains grow and 
disti.ntegrate, oceans form and disappear. This sequence is an extreme 
use of animation to e:llpress growth and decay but it does portray a 
phenomena that can only be expressed through this medium. 
Al thaugh such elaborate sequences done by the . "Scratch-Off" 
technique would not be practical, the technique is one of the best for 
showing less complicated growth and decay motifs. Because of its sim-
plicity of operation, modest equipment requirements, and the speed at 
which t.he technique can be executed, it is an extremely valuable animation 
method. For the strict growth or decay sequence, the 1'8cratch-Off" 
1. See film analyzed, Appendix~xiy, Volume I. 
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method has no limit as to subject matter. The most detailed modeled stuqy 
to a simple single line can be executed very easi~ using this technique. 
If any action is desired within the stuey, such as a figure moving, another 
· technique in conjunction with the "Scratch-Off" method is recommended, 
preferably the cell technique. 
. For the animation of growth and decay sequences in the low 
budget film, the "Scratch-Off" technique cannot be surpassed. 
EQUIPMENT 
1. Single frame animation camera 
2. Two 150 watt lamps and reflectors 
3· Rigid mount for camera 
4. Sheet of glass 
5. Rigid mount for glass 
6. Medium for drawing on glass (India ink or tempera) 
7. Brush or air brush 
8. Implement for scratching-off (single edged razor 
or sharp knife) 
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL FILM 
Story of Experimental Film 
1. Old Victorian house disappears 
2. Modern house appears 
How Experimental Film was Made 
'rhe drawing of the old house and modern house was done vlith 
pencil on a sheet of paper first and then traced on glass, using a #3 pure 
sable brush and extra dense black ink. The drawing of the old house vm.s 
placed on the base of the animation stand so as to be photographed tight 
side up, and sighted through the lens focusing device on the Cine Special, 
which was mounted vertically above the drawing. Two 150 watt lamps were 
placed on either side of the drawing at 45 degrees. The drawing was 
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centered and then taped to the base to prevent movement when scratching 
the ink off the glass . The lines of the old house were then scratched 
off l ittle by little, exploring two frames at a time until the complete 
house disappeared. The drawing of the modem house was then laid in the 
same position, only reversed, so as to be photographed .upside daVIn. The 
same procedure was followed as above, the lines being scratched off little 
by little, t wo frames to each exposure until the complete drawing was 
gone. Wben the film returned after being processed, the sequence of the 
modern house was cut out and reversed, therefore making the modem house 
appear rather than disappear. 
FiJJn .Analyzed 
The technique is simple, the result is plain and simple. The 
old house merely disappears and the new house appears to grOYr without 
human assistance. The disappearing of the old house could have been 
slightly f aster. Other than that the sequence is satisfactory. The 
sequence is only an example of one wey this method may be approached . It 
does not by any means exploit the technique to its extremities . 
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7 • HAND-PAINTED FILM TECHNIQUE 
DESCRIPTION OF HAND-PAINTED FlLM. TECHNIQUE 
There are two types of hand-painted animation~ one the frame by 
frame dravdngs, and the other the frameless drawings that run the full 
length of the film regardless of frames. 
The hand-painted technique of animation is the most direct 
method there is~ eliminating the camera and the developing process. In 
one operation, which is the drawing direct~ on to clear machine leader 
with an ordina.ry- pen nib and .India ink, a clean jump is made from the 
ideas of the artist to the images on what would nonnal~ be called the 
developed negative. Because the ideas are never thought out :.in precise 
, detail until the moment of dravrl.ng~ the equivalents of scripting~ draw.Lng, 
animating~ shooting, developing the negative, positive cutting and 
' negative cutting are all done in one operation. If a mistake is made~ 
a small amount of water on a Cloth will. wash the offending images off 
1 the frames, and drawing can continue as before. "The rectification with 
one swipe of a damp Cloth affected all traditional processes through 
negative cutting." 
The above description applies ma~ to the frame b,y frame 
painting of film. Due to the nature of this type of animation a sound 
trade is nearly always used, preferably music of some kind, either real 
or animated. Norman. McLaren, the leader in'· the field of hand-painted 
animated film, vrorks in the following manner in producing a film: 
1. Music recorded. 
2. Music track runs on a movieola and each note, phrase, 
and sentence marked w.i th a grease pencil. 
3· Track put on a frame counter and the notes measured 
cumulative~ from zero to start. 
' 
4. Measurements are put agaimt the notes on a dope 
sheet, which is usu~ a simplified musical score, 
and by subtraction, the length of each note in 
terms of frames is written in. 
5. The grease pencilled oo und track is run through a 
two--way winder, along vd.th a roll of clear machine 
leader, called a 11 dummy. 11 The notes are ··copied and 
identified w.i. th India ink on the d.unmzy". 
6. The final draw.i.ng is done with the aid of an appar-
atus 'Whose pu.J:Pose it is to hold the film in place, 
move it on from frallle to frame and provide a means 
o~ registration from frame to frame. It is actu~ 
an adapted camera gate with claw mechanism and an 
optical system that reflects the image of the frame 
just drawn on the frame about to be drawn. 
1. The d~ is threaded through the apparatus. On 
top of it and riding along with it is threaded 
another track of Clear machine leader for doing 
the final drawing on. With a bottle of ink, pen, 
and dope sheet at hand, draw.i.ng can begin. 
B. All drawing is done in natural sequence, startir:g 
at the first frame of the film and working straight 
through to the last. 
9. When finished, the drmm track does into the labor-
atory for a couple of prints; one for checking 
print to sync up with sound track, e.nd the other 
for a master for release printing. 
10. If color is desired, various kinds of dupes are 
made from the master and assembled in parallel 
to act as the separation negatives for the par-
tietllar color process used. 
The frameless hand-painted film is done in much the same 
manner in regard to the sound track, but instead of doing a separate 
drawing for each frame, the film is pegged to a long board and painted 
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with pen or brush lengthwise down the strip of film. 
Though complete~ abstract, these frameless films 
have a spontaneous good humor and warmth, their 
complex patterns, textures of moving lines and 
forms dancing in intricate relationship to the 
music track. 
-8pottiswoode 
ANALYSIS OF HAND-PAINTED ANIMATION TECHNIQUE 
The main drawback to the technique is the tedious job of draw.ing 
on such a small area. McLaren works on 35mm and finds it limited because 
of size; the writer made experiments on 16mm and found it extremely 
difficult to get any variety or interesting patterns in such a tiny area. 
With this technique it is next to impossible to achieve ·any interesting 
effects on less than 35mm. As the subject matter most easi~ and most 
effectively portrayed with this type of technique is abstract in nature, 
the film requires music or some kind of sound track to accompany it. At 
first glance the tec.lmique seems very simple, direct, and inexpensive, 
but the fact is that ~dth the special registration apparatus, the time 
consumed drawing on such a small area, the price of a sound track and 
the time consumed plotting the dope sheet, this technique is no less 
expensive and is more time consuming. 
McLaren states that: 
••• the small size of the frame made it difficult to 
draw complex images; cinematically this is a healthy 
limitation for it forced me to make ~ point solelY 
b.1 action rather than by relYing on static charac-
teristics. 
The most effortless and easiest thing to produce b.1 
this hand-dra·wn method is extreme mobility; the most 
difficult, and almost impossible is staticity. This 
is t he onnosite of most other animation techniques 
where th~· static image is the easiest footage to obtain 
and mobile the most difficult. 
==-==----
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It is seen here that what may be a disadvantage to one mey be 
an advantage to another. Actually the subject matter to be animated has 
a lot to do vlith whether or not the tec...hniques can be used practically. 
The subject matter to be portrayed by this method is limited because the 
image must be linear; tone value and light and shade cannot be used as 
they fluctuate too much from frame to frame. 
Yfuen the National Film Board needed publicity shorts ·during the 
war, McLaren found the hand-drawn linear technique served quite well but 
when the need for animated films on French Canadian folk songs came up, 
it was hardly adequate particularly for the more poetic and slow songs. 
The hand-painted film technique is a very limited method of 
animation, but for some subjects that can be animated in an abstract 
manner it is an extremely interesting and effective way to produce them. 
The nature of the technique, however, makes it impractical to be produced 
on 16mm film stock. All of McLaren's films have been made on a 3.5nnn and 
then reprinted on 16mm stock. 
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PART IV 
CONCLUSION 
CONCLUSION 
J:t""'rom the experiments made of the seven me thai s of animation, 
plus viewing various connnercial animation set ups, plus keeping in close 
contact with work n~v being accomplished in the field, my conclusions as 
to the lovf budget animation set up are as follows:· 
The prime ·requisite for extensive work in the field of animation 
is a versatile animation stand and camera. The animation stand should be 
vertical in structure to facilitate quick and easy manipulation of the 
art work cells, backgrounds, paintings, etc. The animation stand must be 
vert ical for the use of cut-outs which do not fasten to the background in 
any way. The stand should be able to zoom the camera down in vertical 
or oblique courses towards the art work, and in the same manner reverse 
itself and dolly back away from the art work. These zooms should be able 
to be made either by frame or continuous. The stand should also have a 
background bed that traverses under the cell in registration. Most title 
stands are made out of lathe beds and are cons tru.cted horizontally. For 
zooming purposes these stands are satisfactory but the mount for the cells 
is then vertical and very impractical, for it is then necessaxy to fasten 
everything to the regis t ration board; whereas in a vertical stand, back-
grounds, cut-outs, etc., can just be laid on top of the registration l::x>ard. 
The fixed mount animation stand with which the writer worked is 
very limited in its use. With the camera held in one position throughout 
the f'ilm, all the action must take place in the drawings, all the effects 
(with the exception of dissolves) have to be caused by the art w:>rk. Pans 
and til1s nrust be made by moving the art work instead of the ce.mera. 
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This is not as successful because registration can never be positive when 
the drawing is moved freely. With the set up the Y~riter used, however, . 
it is possible to do maQY things Yi~th animation. Some of these possibil-
ities are shown in my film; these are just a very minute part of the full 
range of possibilities whiCh can be covered by this very meager animation 
set up. 
One should remember that this study is only concerned with the 
simplest type of filming, black and white silent film. There are two 
other fields using the same equipment that have only been touched upon in 
this stuey, color and sound. EaCh offers practically unlimited experi-
IOOntation and possibilities. The black and white silent animation film 
•
1 has not yet been exploited to its fullest. 
The field of animation is still in its infancy. There is much 
room for researCh and experimentation. There is an extremely large and 
practical field for experimentation and/or commercial finished work in 
the combining of several methods. A combination of tle 11Pastel 11 teChnique 
with its subtleties and smooth flowing sequences, the eynarnic and versatile 
1 an:im.atic technique combined with the 11 Cell'l and cut-outs would give scare 
very interestk~ and effective results even by using the dissolve as the 
only camera trick. The complete film is done with a motionless camera 
with the artist creating all the qynamic and forceful illusions on paper. 
Phil Stapp started the combining of several methods but up to now has only 
1 made two animated films, using the combinations. His camera was used on 
a complex stand but there are maQY parts of his films that would have been 
very successful if done with a stable ca.mera. 
The field of painting directing on film has been well explored 
-- =. --- --=.....---=:.-..:== ...= -· 
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b.y Norman McLaren and Len Lre but there is still room for more films using 
I this technique with slight innovations. This method has hardly been used 
in the United States. The subject matter to be presented by this technique 
has not been exploited and might well afford some serious consideration. 
Not only this one technique but all animation techniques wuld 
benefit by sane research on the content quality of animated films; films 
for instruction, films for educational purposes are well ·worth looking into 
from the animator's point of view. 
The 11 Clay11 technique offers possibilities in many directions • . 
I In the technical perfection of the method, it lends itself to the advance-
ment of subject matter such as biological and physical. This technique 
1 has been barely touched. 
There is room for experimenting, for research, and for develop-
ment in every phase of animation, whether it be technical, artistic, 
commercial, or aesthetic, sound or silent, black or white. From the 
conceptional idea to the story board, to the projection booth, the animated 
film can advance. It is still young, it has unlimited possibilities in 
I the field of education or entertaininent - in schools, colleges, and 
movie theaters, as well as television. It is only the beginning& 
- ..,..- - --=- ~ 
PARTV 
CONTEMPORARY WORK IN THE FIELD OF ANIMATION 
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CONTEMPORARY WORK IN THE FIJt::LD OF ANIMATION 
The three names in the animation world which are synonymous with 
advancement and experimentation in the field are Phil Stapp, Nonnan 
McLaren, and United Productions of America. 
Phil Stapp, artist and animator of "Boundary Lines" and "Picture 
in Your Mind," is now working in Rome, Italy, and has been there since 
1951. The nature of his work is not known by this writer. No films 
completed by Stapp since his 11Picture in Your Mind11 have been released. 
United 'Productions of .America (UPA) is concerned mostly with 
commercial films, television spots, cartoons, advertisirg films, and a 
few instructional and educational films. UPA~ greatest advancement has 
been made in the artistic approach to their films. They are taking full 
advantage of the medium as an art form. Their art work is fresh and con-
tempora:ry and is never static,; it is not stereotyped and will never be 
as long as they continue along the same course. With every film the UPA 
turns out, their art work advances. UPA is also interested in cutting 
expenses by limiting the use of cells and using more cut-outs. They are 
also using the ani.matic technique '"lith their cut-outs, as are most of the 
animation studios today. 
As the writer went through UPA 1s New York studio, he found a 
never ending trail of enthusiasm for their work, from the production 
manager right through the artists to the camera man. Each man enthus-
iastically experiments in his own field: new stories, new art work, 
new color processes and experiments, new background methods, etc. The 
visit was a ver.y refreshing experience for the writer and revealed what 
a great help UPA is to the industr.y of animation. 
As UPA works and experiments with animation their approaCh to 
the problems is alweys from a practical point of view. They are a commer-
cial concern and of oourse live by what they sell, hence their experiments 
are done with the thought of improving the saleability of their films. 
UPA's experiments are concerned with such problems as improving color 
quality, maintaining a high quality of art work, developing new and inter-
esting types of backgrounds, but keeping to a low budget. 
We now come to a man whose experiments are a far cr.r from the 
commercial attitude of UPA. Nonnan McLaren, vmo has probably experimented 
more with the animated film than any other one person, is 1 in the opinion 
of the writer, the most important individual in the field today. He has 
experimented w.ith practically ever.y fonn of animation that has been sug-
gested, and has developed and discovered a few hirnself. McLaren discovered 
and developed the "Pastel" technique, developed the technique of drawing 
directly on the film (discovered by Len Lye}, and has done extensive 
experiments in the field of animated sound. 
McLaren 1 s problems instead of being of a commercial nature are 
of an aesthetic nature. He tries to maintain as close contact with the 
actual completed. results of his film as the artist has with his completed 
canvas. In McLaren's ovm words: 
I have tried to preserve in my relationship to the film 
the same closeness and intimacy that exists between a 
painter and his canvas. This is rather difficult, for 
in one case only a stic..l< of wood with a tuft of camel's 
hair intervenes between the maker and the finished 
result, and in the other an elaborate series of optical, 
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chemical and mechanical processes, which become a 
perfect breeding ground for lack of intimacy, frus-
tration, ill feeling and hostility, between the · 
artist and his finished work. 
And so my militant philosophy is this: to make with 
a brush on canvas is a simple and direct delight -
to make w.i.th a movie should be the same. 
Since the summer of 1952 Norman McLaren has not completed any 
=r=-
films to be released. He is nmv- in India on a UNESCO fundamental education 
junket and has not yet remrned. The last film of his to be released was 
a stop-motion live action film called nNeighbors." 
McLaren also was working on a film called 11 Dance of the Atoms" 
(this title is not official). The film was begun five years ago and 
possibly w.i.ll never be finished. It was a musical venture done with 
synthetic sound. The animation consists of a series of globes dancing 
i..rl EP ace. The globes are flat metal cut-outs, painted and presumably 
moved by strings. According to Evelyn Lambart, a colleague of McLaren, 
he considered this film much more elementary tha.n "Neighbors 11 and only 
returned to it between other work. Part of the dancing ball film was 
used at the beginning and ending of "Phantasy." 
Nlr. McLaren does not have to be concerned with the commercial 
value of his films because of his arrangement w.i.. th the National Film 
Board of Canada. This allows him full reign in his experiments. He is 
limited only by his imagination. These experiments are extremely impor-
tant to animation, because they explore so many possibilities of the field. 
The knowledge obtained by such experiments could never be acquired through 
regular commercial animation studios. 
For detailed description of McLaren's latest films and animated 
sound, see the McLaren notes on the following pages. 
-= --- ---~ -=--------
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SOHE NOT:d:S ON 
STOP- NOT ION LIVE-ACTOR TECHNIQUE 
as used in the visuals of 
11 Neighbours 11 and 11 Two Bagatelles" 
Norman NcLaren 
August 12, 1952. 
- 1 -
This technique (sometimes r eferred to as 11pixillation") 
consist s of applying the principles normally used in the photographing 
of animated and cartoon movies to the shooting of actors; that is, 
i nst ead of placing drawings, cartoons or puppets in front of the 
animation camera, we placed real human beings. 
The t echnique is not new, its origins go back to the early 
F'rench movies of the Melies epoch, when the camera was stopped in the 
middle of snots to produce trick effects, and the same principle has 
since been us ed occasionally in films by ·experimentalists like Hans 
Richter, Len Lye , Richard Mass ingham and many others. But on the 
whole, the technique has never had the exploration it deserves, nor 
has it had this in the film "Neighbours" or 11Two Bagatelles", wher e 
only a few of the possibilities have been applied, and rather crudely 
at that. None the less, as a r esult of working with this approach I 
have jotted dov.m the following observations . 
In essenc e , any teclmique of animation consists of stopping 
the camera betv.1een the taking of each frame of filrn, instead of letting 
it run on r el entles sly at normal speed (that is, 24 frames a second). 
Once it is assumed that the actor being photographed by a movie camera 
can stop between any or every 24th of a second, a new range of human 
behaviour becomes possible. The laws of appearance and disappearance 
can be circumvented as can the laws of momentum, inertia, centrifugal 
forc e and gravity; but what i s perhaps eV.en more important, the t empo 
of acting can be infinitely modulated from the slowest speed to the 
fastest. Apart from the apparently spectacular f eats of virtuosity 
that this makes the actor capable of, it i s possible to use the 
·technique in a conceal ed way behind what appears to be normal acting, 
Or if used in a les·s concealed way it can permit to the actor a 
caricature type of movement. In much the same way as a pictorial 
caricature can make corrnnent on character and situation by distorting 
the static form of a drawing, so live-action-animation can create a 
caricature by tampering with the tempo of human action, by creating 
hyper-natural exaggerations and di stortions of the normal behaviour, 
by manipulating the acceleration and, deceleration of any given human 
movement. This type of caricature is, of course, often found in 
animated cartoons~ but cannot be found in live ... action films until an 
animation technique is applied to. them. 
It is also possible to devise many new ways for a human 
being to locomote . Apart .from new types of "mlking and running, 
a person may get from one place to another by sliding, (while sitting, 
st anding, balancing on one foot, or any other way) by appearing and 
appearing and disappearing 1 and a host of other ";ays. 
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At the outset of shooting "Neighbours" our conception 
waf, t o get all action by taking a single frame at a time throughout 
oach shot (having the actors move in small amounts, between framas ); 
Lut aft er some exper imenting it became apparent that the s ingle frame 
approach was best only for certain types of shot. 
To meet all our r etq;Uir ements, we decided to use a whole 
gamut of shooting speedsj from one frame every five minutes to one 
f r ame every l/l6th of a secondj depending on the nature of the shot , 
so we would sel ect the most desirable shooting speed. Within one 
s hot we might often vary the shooting speed if different parts of 
the action demanded it. 
The t empo of the actor ' s movement was also consider ed a 
variable .factor, r anging from very slight changes of static positions~ 
through very slo\.r movement, up to normal speed. 
The t empo of the actor' s behaviour and the t empo of the 
carnera' s shooting vmre ther efore adjusted to any des ired ratio , 
depending on the final desired effect, and the speed at which it 
would be easiest fo r the actor to achieve his point. Fo:r ins·i·,ance , 
if the actor s moved half as slow as normal and the camer a shot half 
as slow as normal ( twe1ve fl~runes per second)~ the final screen speed 
would appear normal but, in the proces s of shooting, a t empo-control 
factor of two had enter ed in and the ac t or , by performing at sp8eds 
be tween half-normaJ_ and normal had available a range of final screen 
spe eds r anging f r om normal t o twic e nc rmal, The concept of a t empo-
control f actor proved t o be a useful cr:..e . 
Harry 6'f the shots in "Ne i ghbours" that appe ar in fairly 
normal t empo wer e shot with camo:c a anc'l. actors both moving s lowly j 
sometimes as rGuch a s four, s ix, eight , t en and twelve times slower 
than normal. In the shots with speedf~ i5-~·up human action the camera 
often took pictures at eight times slu'JJ'3r than normal , while the 
actor s moved about f our or three or t1;o time s slow0r than normal. 
Anotl:e:r advantage of achievine a final normal speed 
effect, by usL~z a t empo-control factol' ·while s hooting was this : 
to tie in with s t eady mus ical beats and phrases of the as yet un-
madG sound tr. aclq · we often wished the a.r::ti.ons to be of precise 
me.trica.l l engths, so while shoot i ng a o; s low speed we would count 
out the munber of eD.ch fr mue as i ':, went by in the cameraj thus the 
acto r s could 2rrange to be at such and ,mc h a spot on the 60th 
f r ame j t o ha'ro::: thei r arms r aised on t t1e 80th framG, and thoir hands 
t ouch on the 90th frame , to st x:·t rot r•:;·,:Lng on the lOOth frame, and 
to d .:; c oloratd to a standstil1 ove:i:" a 1•eriod of s ixty frames, etc. 
lor purposc=; s of i nt egr ating hum&~1 act ic n vrith mus i c (in a rather 
ballE' t-like way) this method is of considerable value, especially 
so if the mus ic has alr eady been r e corded, and the l engths of beats 
and phases permanently fixed. 
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Since. both camera tempo and acting tempo are considered 
as f l exible , in order to obtain~ for instance, the effect of a man 
walking, starting at one mile an hour and gradually and almost im-
perceptively speeding up until he reaches twenty miles an hour, 
either the C3!llera may be run at a constant slow speed and tho man 
allowed t o accelerate from extremely slow to normal speed, or 
alternatively the man may walk at a constant speed~ and the camera 
be allowed to deceler ate. In either case the overall effect of 
t empo will be the same, but in the bodily or muscular behaviour 
and centre of balance of the figure there will be differences. 
~le did not us e or explore this field of subtle differences, 
but we did compare the convenience of either varying the actor's 
or the camera"s speed. In many but not all cases it was f ound better 
to keep the camera speed constant and l et the actor do all the 
modulating of the movement himself; at times both methods wer e used , 
especially if during a take the actors were t ending to move either 
too sl owly or t oo fast, we would compensate by pushing the single 
frame button slightly more or slightly l ess frequently. 
Obviously a normal effect (a l : 1 ratio of camera and 
acti ng speeds ) can be achieved at any overall t empo~ such for 
inst ance as the camer a running at half normal speed and the actor s 
per fo rming at half normal speed; alternatively , the camera running 
t en time s slower tha.n normal and the actor s performing t en times 
slower as well ~ etc. 
However .~ apparently normal eff ects achieved by such means 
do not appear normal 1-rhen cGrtain effects of gravity , inertia, 
centrif ugal and centripetal force are involved; for instance if a 
girl who wear s a l ong full skirt t1..rirls around rapidly , and this i s 
phot ogr aphed nor mal l y, the ski rt \.Jill fly out in all directions, 
(the mor e r ap i dl y she r ot at es the more the skirt 1o1ill fly out) ; 
but if t he camer a is made t o shoot t\.Jel ve t imes sl ower t han nor mal 
and the gir l t o r ot at e t welve t imes slO\ver than normal, on the final 
screening the gj_rl will still twirl at the original f as t speed but 
her skirt will no t fly out. The audienc e will interpret this either 
as a lack of centrifugal f orc e or more likely as the skirt's being 
made of lead or some excessivel y heavy substance . The degree t o 
'.Jhich the skirt wi ll f ly out (or its apparent weight) can thus be 
control led by the changes in the overall t empo of the 1 : 1 r atio 
between shooting speed and acting speed. Many gradual or sudden 
modificat i ons i n t he behaviour callsed by momentum, gr avity and 
other phys ical f or ces are possi ble by this t echnique . 
The creative potential i ties of this stop~motion live-
action t echnique are quite cons iderable -- not so much for a straight 
action movie involving speech and lip synchroniz ation but for a new 
genre of f i lmic ballet and mime . 
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To create the music and sound effects of the above 
mentioned films(1) no tr aditional musical instrument s or noise-
making devices were us ed, nor were any microphones or sound r ecording 
apparatusj In their place was a small library o:f several doz en cards 
each painted with a drawing representing sound waves. 
These drawings were photographed with the same kind of 
motion pi cture camera as is normally used in the shooting of animated 
cartoons . In f act, they wer e shot in precisel y the same way as the 
dr awi ngs of a cartoon; (that is 1 one drawing i s placed in front of 
the camer a and one fr ame of film is taken, then the first drawing is 
removed ~ r eplaced with another drawing and the second fr ame of film 
t aken, the drawing is changed again and the third frame taken, and 
so on). 
The only differ ence from normal cartoon picture shooting is 
that the drawings are not of scenes from the visible world exound us 
but are of sound waves , and they are not done on cards of a screen-
shaped proportion but on long narrow cards. These cards are photo-
gr aphed not on the area of the film occupied by the picture, but to 
the left of it, on the narrow verticle strip normally reserved for the 
sound track. 
When the f~lm is developed and printed, and run on a sound 
projector the phot ographed images of th'3~ e black and white dra\-Tings 
are heard as either noise , sound effects or mus ic. 
1:£rminolo g;y 
It i s ther efore l ogical t o call the kind of sound produced 
in this way 11 ani mat ed 11 sound, for it i s made by the same method as 
animat ed pictures , and from a creative and artistic point of view it 
shar es many of the peculiarities and po ssibilities of animated visual s . 
It could also be called 11 dre.wQ11 . or :iltgraphic 11 sound; in the pas t it has 
fr equently been called 11 synthetic 11 sound, which is correct, but since 
11 synthet i c 11 sound also includes sound made by new el eotronic and 
el ectri cal instrument s which do not necessarily involve the use of 
mot i on p.tcture film, this i s a more general term. 11 .4.nimated 11 is by 
f ar t he mo st pr eci s e t erm f or the type of sound discussed in this 
art j.cle , 
--------------------~ 
( l ) IfJVE YOUR NEIGHBO lJR, NOW IS THB TTI'1E .. and TWO BAGATELLES. Mus ic 
composed and photogr apht"d by Norman NcLar en (with the exception 
of ol d f ashj_oned caliope section in TWO BAGATELLES) 
T\H RLIGIG and PHANTAE' Y. Music composed and photographed by 
Mauri ce Blackburn, tha l atter being written for a combination 
of animated sound and s a..xophones, 
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There are a great many possible ways of making an]mated 
sound~ some of which have been tried out as long ago as 1931. (2) 
These notes ahd remarks deal only with the particular method we 
have been developing during the last few years at the National Film 
Board of Canada, 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1t!hat arc the drawings of sound waves like~ and how are 
they arrived at :-
There are many different ways of producing them, For 
ins tances, it would have been possible to make them by recording 
(L e , photographing) "live" musical sounds onto film sound track, 
then tracing the resulting patterns from the track, However, to do 
this \·JOuld be as pointless and creatively stuJ.tifying as to make 
animated cartoons by photographing live actors and tracing their 
outlines. Instead, in the films under discussion, a non-naturalistic 
appr oach was t aken~ with no particular attempt to imitat e natural 
sounds or traditional music al instruments. New kinds of sound waves 
wer e made by using simple and easily-drawn shapes, 
The drawings consist of a basic figure or simple shape, 
that is repeated over and over to form a patterned band. Tho 
fi gure may be no more than a white line on a dark ground or a single 
gradation of tone from light to dark, but~ by vi:rtue of its identical 
r epet i tion, it builds up into a series of sound waves having a 
definite tone colour. 
Ea0h card in the library of drawings carries one such band 
of r epeat ed patterns on an area 1" wide by 1211 long. On some cards 
the basic figure is repeated only about four times within this area, 
and this ~ when photographed on one frame of film, \..rUl sound as a 
musical not e of a f airly deep pitch (about 2 octaves below middle A). 
For midpitches ther e ar e from 20 to 30 r epetitions of the basic 
fi gure on eB.ch card, and for ver y high pitched notes as many as 120. 
----~---------------
(2) See the paper 11 A. brief summary of the early history of animated 
sound on fil'l1 11 ~ N .McLaren, August, 1952, National Film Board of 
Canada . 
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There is one card for each semi-tone of the chromatic 
scale , and in all, for the sound-tracks of "Love your Neighbour", 
"Now is the Time", "Two Bagatelles", "Twirligig" and "Phantasyn, 
60 such cards were used, covering a range of five octaves, from 
two oct.aves below middle A to three octaves above. 
These sixty cards were labelled with the standard musical 
notation and arranged systematically in a small box to form a 
kind of keyboard. 
hlhen the music was being shot, the box was placed beside the 
camer a so that the composer (who .would al so operate the camera), 
desiring a particular pitch, would select from the box the required 
card and place it in front of the camera. 
To get notes of a very deep pitch, the music was shot twice 
as fast as finally desired, and in the process of rerecording 
s lowed down by half, and thus dropped one octave in pitch. 
THE HOSAIC NATURE OF THE JvlUili_ 
Becaus e of the fact that a 2ictnre camer a t akes film inter-
mittently by the frameful (rather than running continuously as in 
the ordinary sound recording equipment) the sound track has a 
mosaic nature; in othar words it builds up out of small units each 
l / 21+th of a second long. 
If the duration of a note is desired longer, several 
succes s ive fr ames of the same card are shot, thus building up a 
sust ained effect, by a very rapid r epetition of the same note, as 
in a mandolin or xylophone ; for a very short note, just one fr arne 
or at most two fr ames suffice . 
For r ests and pauses a black card is photographed. 
Before exposing the film, however, the composer has to det er-
mine the precise volume or dynamic level of that note . This is 
one of the important new f actors in animat ed music, for in tho past 
dynamic markings have never been writt en into traditional music 
s coring with any degree of precision. 
The standard pp, p, mf, f , and ff etc. indicat e r elative 
ru1d approximate wnounts of volume, and are never applied to every 
s ingle note in a score, and their final determining is l eft to 
the interpreting artist; but in creating animated music the precise 
dynamics of every note in the score is the job of the compo ser ; in 
otht;: r words the composer must also be the interpretive artist. 
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To this end, 24 degrees of dynamic level were used '!:- ; . .t.' 
(representing a decibel scale) and opposite each note in the 
score the number representing the desired dynamic level of that 
note was written. 
For instance , 0, 1 and 2, represent three differing degrees 
of ppp; 9,10, and 11, three shades of mp; 12, 13, and 14, three 
degrees of mf ; 21, 22, and 23, three degrees of fff, and 24 
r epresents a ffff. 
Subdivisions of these 21+ degrees were constantly being used 
(particularly in crescendos and diminuendos) but were seldom 
written into the score. In local or rapid crescendos and 
diminuendos only the starting and finishing dynamic marks were 
written and the type of crescendos and diminuendos (such as 
"arithmetical" dr 11 geometric 11 ) were indicated by a small sketch. 
The volume was controlled sometimes by manipulating the 
shutter or diaphragm of the camera and so affecting the exposure 
(var table density control) but more often by covering up the one 
inch wide dravling until only ~:- " of ,f 11 or other fr action of its 
\oTidth was visible (variable area control). 1,_1J.ichaver method was 
used, the calibration was in decibels. 
TONE-CONTOURING 
Not only did the composer have the last and precise word 
on dynamics but he was also forc ed to specify the exact :t.£lli::.:. 
contour of each note; that is, what sort of attack, sustention 
and decay each tone was to have . 
This is important because even more than the basic tone 
quality of the note, the contouring of the riote affects the 
"instrumental" effect. In traditional musical sounds for 
instance, a piano note has a very rapid attack, no period of 
sustension, but a long period of decay; its contour is like a 
mountain peak with one every steep side, and one gently sloping 
side. A typical organ note has an abrupt attack, a prolonged 
sustention and a rapid decay; a contour rather like a plateau 
with a precipice at one side and a steep slope at the other. A 
tap on a wood block has a sudden attack, no sustention and a 
very rapid decay. Wind instruments are capable of much less 
abrupt forms of attack than percussion instruments. A violin, 
like the human voice, is capable of almost any kind of attack, 
sustention and decay. 
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And so the composer , by gJ..vlng a particular contour to 
.;:;ach note, affected what would traditionally be called its 
instrumental quality. In practice this ·Has done by placing 
black masks of varying shapes in front of the selected pitch 
card lx;aring the draving of the sound waves i in this '-l!ay we 
obtained about s ix kinds of tone-contour:~ some not possible by 
tradi tional instrwnents. 
In 11 Love Your Neighbour" there was very considerable use 
of variable tone-contouring) while in the other films only one 
percussive-type contour (wedge shaped) predominat ed. 
In the sound track of "Ne ighbours" the r ange and variety 
of sound offects and tone qualities was considerably enlarged 
by using several supplementary ::.:ets of drawings, some of which 
had ri s ing and f alling pitches for portamento and glissando 
effects. Some drawings, though very simple to the . eye and to 
prepar•.J, had o. ver y complex sound I>~ ave structure, rich in 
htmnonics, thus givi ng very strident and harsh sound qualities. 
For sever ,1l simultaneous mus .i.cal parts either :i.n harmony 
or counterpoint, three diffl~r t::mt Illf'Jthods wer e us ed . Bither 
differ ent drmvings vtere superimposod on oach other by several 
separate expo sur es , or tho sound tracL was div:i.ded ltmgthwise 
j_nto sever al parallel strips and the diffcrent drmrings shot 
o.long side of each other in each strip. Alterm:.tively each 
music al part 1vas shot on a separate film and the V!irious parts 
mixed t ogether during r er ecording, 
Animated sound produced by this method is normally 
comtJletely "dry" or without resona~1ce or echo. To achieve mor e 
r esonance and add acoustic quality two methods wer e used , The 
first, mainly f or specific not es and localized or momentary 
s ffects j wc.ts done by shooting the ~arne not e in a r apid series 
of diminishing volumes (that is, the s ame drawing in smaller 
o.nd smaller sizes) ,; this simulates the natural effect of the 
:::ound waves bouncing back and forth from the w.<1lls of an 
instrument, room, hnll or cavern. The degree to which any 
particular note in the score can be placed in such an acoustical 
environment is controlled during shooting by the nwnber and 
m..Lturt':l of diminishing replicas of the original drawing of that 
not ,J . 
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To obtain ths gener al or over all acoustical environrrwnt 
v arying amount ~3 of r everber ation and echo 1.-rere added, either 
eluctronically or ~J.cous tic ally during a. rerecording. 
To swn up the various f eatures of animat ed sound res 
dmrel oped t o date at the National Film Board of Canada : 
The compos er h8.s control over pitch (to the nearest l/10 
of a t one ), over dynamic.s (to at least 1% of the t ot al dynamic J.' 
r ange ), over rhythm and metric spac ing (to the ne ares t l/50 of 
.r:t second). The control over 11 tirnbre 11 (tone- contouring and tone-
quality) is less flE:xible, but a v a,riety of about a half doz en 
t ype s of tone- quali ty and t one-contour ar e possible, which by 
cros s combination give quite a r ange of "ins trument al" effect s . 
Now that the initial res0arch has been done it has beeri 
found in several cases more economi c t o make animated rather than 
live music , p c;rt icularl y for animated visuals . Close synchroniza-
tion with previously completed visual s pres Emts no pr oblems, and 
subse quent change s and alterations t o parts of the music can be 
r.n de without tho need t o r edo the vrhole score, s imply by r eshooting 
the particular notes e1ffect0d. · 
Although 1.-10 consider the possibilitie s of anima t ed sound 
s till largely unexplor ed, and this pr:~rticular method to be only 
one of manyj and its pr e sent development far from per f ect, we are 
alr8ady keenly aware of somo of it s s alient f e a.ture s as a medium 
of expr e s sion . 
It is fr8e f r om the nonnal limitations affecting the human 
performance of musical instruments and from the usual 1a-.rs of 
acoustics. For the musician perhaps tho most import ant point 
is that the shoot i ng of the music is not c'll'ried on at the s ame 
speed as that at which it wHl finally be heard, but as slowly 
as des ired, thus permitting the compo s er t o plan precise l y and 
delib,::r at e o.n the ~JS£9Ut}.2l1 of the music as much as on the compo s ing. 
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Before the general adoption of the sound fil.rn in 1927, 
the po s sibility of the synthetic production of sound on film 
Has already for s een, In 1922, for instance , Moholy-Nagy 
discus s ed some of its potentialities in articles published in 
Hollanu and Germany . (1) Later, Ernes t Tach, the Ger mao 
theoretici an suggested the direct i·Triting of sound without 
tr aditional pc;rformer. 
The first body of investigation and practical work s eems 
to have been done ih Russia a t the Ec ientific ~xperimental Film 
Ins titute in Leni ngrad, where in 193J A.M . Avzaamov, a musical 
theoris t ru1d mathematician worked with the animators N.Y. 
Zhe linsky and N. V, Voinov on tho "ornamental animation in sound". 
Later this work was carried on at the Leningrad Conservatory by 
G,1•i, Rimsk.y-Kor sak.off and E,A, Scholpo. 
From a s tudy of the available papers, (2) their work 
appears to have been f airly extensive and along a number of 
differ ent lines. 
Avzaamov used a frame- by-frame method with a standard 
animation camera. Geometric figures such as r ectangles , triangl es , 
trapezes , ovals, parabolas , ellipses, e tc. wer e the basic unit s 
f or his sound wave s . Pitch \oTas controlled either by bringing the 
c amer a closer to or furthor away from drawings of thr.:: se shapes, 
or by preparing separate drai-Jings for each pitch , 
Volume was controlled by varying the exposure ; har mo ny or 
counterpoint by multiple exposures, or by sub-dividing the sound 
track l engthwise into sections, or by the very rapid alternation 
of s uveral tones; portamento by a r apid serie s of micr o-tones . 
Avaaamov, who h 'ld set as his go al the freeing of his music 
f r om the r estrictions of the 12-tone t empered scalE:: , and the 
creation of new tonal systems assimilating many of tho scale s of 
the traditional folk music of the Eastern and Southern Republics, 
achieved VGl' j" accurat e control over pitch and volurne ; his range 
of t imbr e s wafi more l:i,mitod ; tho fact that he used geometric f orms 
lik,:> triangl e:;s and r ectangle s indicates he was us i ng an empirical 
appro a ch t o tone~- quality , He was not s e arching f or comple t ll 
f' .lexi biJ.ity in timbre, but r ather for a limi t ed number of new 
t onG qualities , ari s ing naturally from simple graphic shapes. 
·-·~--~-- ------------------·-----~-
(l) llde StyJ.n July 1922, 11Der Sturn" November 1922. 
( 2 ) S. Bvgoslavski on 11Husic and Sound in Animated Films", in the 
publication "The Animated Film", printed by Kinophotoizdat, 1936 . 
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Soon afterwards .Sholpo and Rimsky-Korsakoff began the 
oscillogr aphic analysis of natural sounds, and this in turn l ed 
to the building up of tho mus ic for a film(3) by the assembling 
of smal l units of film, each bearing separate tones, into an 
odi ted vrho1e, of music and sound effects • 
.Around the sruae time , in Hoscow, B.A. Yankova.ky developed a 
syst em of animat ed sound in which he ab1mdoned the fr ame- by-frmne 
shooting of draHings on a standard animation cmnera in f avor of 
continuously moving patterns (obtained from rotating wheels with 
cog patterns). 
Animator N. Voinov's system was said to be the most practical 
of all the Soviet animated sound t echnique; he had a library of 87 
drawings, graded in semitones covering slightly over seven octaves 
of the 12 t one equally-temper ed chromatic sc al e , with a fixed tone 
quality of great purity. With this he produced an interpretation 
of Rachmaninoff's "Prelude inC Sharp Hinor", and Schubert's 
111viom0nt Mus i.e al 11 , 
Almos t sinml taneously with the 3oviet experiments, there 
wts :Ln Germany a tvlunich electrical engineer called Rudoph Pfenninger 
working on hls own system of animated sound.(4) His r esearches seem 
to have been done quite independently from the Russians, 
Pfenninger 1 s method was r ather s imilar to Voinov 1 s and 
Axzaarnov 1 s , He had a library of cards each bearing the drawing of 
a single pitch, graded in semitones over c:. Hidd pitch r apge, In 
these drawings the basic units for sound waves wer e sine-curves 
and saw-tooth forms (using variable area) ; they were ther efore not 
so nrbitr ::u-ily cho sGn but wer e r el at ed to natural soundwave forms . 
To control volume he used variations in the amount of exposure 
(variable density). 
Around 1932 he produc ed an interpretation of Hand<:Jl 's 
11 Lar go 11 , a s eries of musical compos itions as played by various 
musiciA.ns, and the mus ical sound tr ack f or an animat ed cartoon 
film. He achievc::d gr eat control over dynamic nuanc es . His method 
of making animated sound was clearly shown in a documentary film 
made in the early thirtios called "Toenende Handschrift 11 • 
(3) "The year 1905 in Bourgeois Satire". 
(I+) Soe the magaz ine "Filmtechnik", Nov. 12, 1952. 
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About this same time , also in Germany, the Fishinger 
Brothers in Berlin were photographing geometric shapes on the sound 
track 7 and I. Moholy Nagy was boldly using alphabetical l etters, 
finger prints, and people's profiles as the basic graphic material 
for sound waves. 
In England the filnt maker Jack Ellit experimented along 
lines similar t o Pfenninger, and in 1933 pioneered in drawing sound 
directly on the celluloidwi thout the use of a camera. 
In the U. E .• A. 7 there has never been either on the part of 
the goverru11ent or the large filln industry any interest in the 
possibility of this ldnd of sound, and it was only during the later 
fo rti es that private individuals seem to have t aken it up. 
In California, the Hhitney Brothers have developed a system 
differing in principJ.e from .c,uropean systems. It depends on the 
building up the basic sound waves by the physical swinging of 
penduluinD ( Hhich have a sine-Have motion) i the movement of the 
pendulums (sever al of Hhich may be added together to produce the 
fund .:::unental and overtones of a note ) are made to operate a shutter 
in front of a light source, the fluctuations of which are r ecorded 
on film. Their approach is therefore more radic al. It has been 
applied in a number of their abstract films . 
1'he sound track is made mechanically by linking together 
twelve pendulmns of various l engths by means of a fine steel wire 
attached to an optical wedge . This optical wedge i s caused to 
oscillate over a light slit by the motion of the pendulums, 
producing a variable-area type of sound track. The pendulums can 
be oper ated to gether in any combination7 or separately. The 
fr equency of each can be ad justed or tuned t o conform to any kind 
of scale by adjustment of a sliding weight. Through the choice of 
pendulum l .=,mgths and driven speeds the full range of audio 
frequencies can be r ecorded. No actual sound is involved in 
r ecording the wave patterns generated by the pendulums, since 
theso move at subsonic fre quencies. Only when the r esultant film 
is proj ected at r egular sound-proj ection speed i s sound produced, 
In London, i ngland 7 it is said that in recent years C. E. 
Buckle has worked out a system of synthetic sound. 
In Ottawa, under Canadian government sponsorship, the 
writer has devel oped a system of animated sound. In general 
principle it i s very little different from. the Voinov and Pfenninger 
s:n> t em; hovrever j a number of r efinements have been incorporated, 
e~--pecially in r elation to the contouring of t ones , and the method 
has been streamlined to a point wher e it has become a simple and 
economic oper ation, 
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A number of short films have been produced using anim~ted 
s ound track b~r this method (which is described in the paper 
entitled "Some Notes on Animated Sound as Developed at the 
National Film Board of Canada, 1952'1), , 
0, Kendall of the National Film Board of Ca na.da has 
r tw ently d.:;signed and is building an instrument called the 
11 Composertron"• It provid(3S !" components of music which are 
indept; ndently V E~.riable, - pitch, harmonic synthesis, hwn.an 
touch and time; these elements are combined in multiple magnetic 
r er ecording f acilities. 
It i s quite possible that this very brief r eview doc s not 
cover all r esearch and work done or being done in this fi eld ; 
it is only an attempt t o l ist, from avail8.blo information, what 
has already been t1ccomplished, 
·7.9 
FILMS MADE BY NORMAN McLAREN 
1934-37 - Vfuen student at Glasgow School of Art, Scotland, 
HAND-PAINTED ABSTRACTION - 300 ft. sil. 35mm colored ~es(los~ 
SEVEN TILL FIVE - 400 ft. sil. 16mm reversal (SGA and self) 
CAMERA MAKES WHOOPEE - 600 ft. sil. 16nnn reveraJ. 
COLOUR COCKTAIL (abstract) - 200 ft. sil. Dufaycolor 
1 1936-37 - IndependentlY 
HELL UNLTD. (anti-war) - 600 ft. sil. 16mm (neg. with McLaren) 
ADVERTISING SHORTS (meat) - 1000 ft. sil. 16mm Dufaycolor 
- cameraman on DEFENCE OF MADRID, Spanish Civil War documentary 
1937-39 - For General Post Office Film Unit, London, England 
BOOK BAIDAIN (documentary) - 1000 ft. sd. 35mm (Crown Film Un:it) 
Experiments in synthetic sound, hand-drawn. 1 
NEViS FOR THE NAVY (doc) - 1000 ft. sd. 35mm ( Crown Film Unit) 
MONY A PICKLE (fantasy) - 200 ft. sd. 35nnn (Crown Film Unit ) 
LOVE ON THE VITNG - Publicit.y fantasy to Jacques Ibert 1s 
11 Divertissement11 - hand-drawn, 500 ft. sd. 35mm 
Dufaycolor ( Cro-vm Film Unit) 
1939 - For Film Centre, London, England 
THE OBEDIENT FLAME - diagrannnatic animation on gas cooldng -
2000 ft. sd. 35mm B&W (Film Centre) 
1939-41 - Independently, and for Museum of Non-Objective Art, New York 
1940 
. ALLEGRO ) Cameraless, 200 ft. sd. 35mm 
SCHERZO ) hand-painted pio- 200 ft. sd. 35mm 
LOOPS ) ture and sound, color - 200 ft. sd. 35mm 
RUMBA - synthetic sound composition 200 ft. 35mm (self) 
STARS .AND STRIPES - color, 200 ft. sd. 35nnn ) Museum of Non-
BOOGIE-DOODLE - color - 200 ft. sd. 35mm ) Objective Art 
- With Mary Ellen Bute, Ted Nemeth Fillll3, Inc., New York 
SPOOK-SPORT - color - 800 ft. sd. 35mm 
- scripting, and lyric wri tiP..g of miscellaneous films for 
Caravel Films, Inc., New York, N.Y., u.s.A. 
1940-43 - With the National Film Board of Canada, Ottawa, Canada 
NJUL EARLY - 200 ft. 35mm 2-color 
V FOR VICTORY - 200 ft. 35mm 2-color 
FIVE FOR FOUR - 400 ft. 35mm - 3-color 
HEN-HOP - 300 ft. 35nnn 2-color 
DOLlAR DANCE - 500 ft. 35mm 3-color 
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194.3-4.5 - Produced- no films; training and Mli:mation Dapartm.ant1 NFB, 
ottawa. 
194.5 
1946 
l 9la 
1949 
-
C 1 EST L t AVI RON - 300 ft. 35Iillll B&'l'i 
KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT - 300 ft~ , .3.5l:!I!'il BSe\1 · 
LA-HAUT SUR CES ~oN'fAGNES - 300 ft. 35mm B&J 
ISLE OF Tifg DEAD - .300 ft. 35:m.m. B&W 
HOPPITY-POP - 200 ft. 3.5mm .3-color 
FI DDLE-DE-DEE ... 200 ft. l6mm Kodachrome 
P001ETTE GRISE • 300 ft. l6mm Kodachrome 
BIDONE llJLL CARE - 900 ft. 3.5mm hand.-eo1ored .and drawn 
19$0...51 - AROUND I S AROUND - 900 ft. .35mm English Technicolor 
1951 NOV1 I S THE TIME ,.,. ))0 rt • . 35mm English Technicolor 
---=---=-----
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SUPPLEMENTAL LIST OF FILMS PRODUCED BY UNITED PRODUCTIONS OF AMERICA 
AS OF MARCH 14, 1953 
CLIENT TITLE 
' Columbia Pictures JOLLY I<'ROLICS SERIES 
(Distributor) 
ROOTY TOOT TOOT ~~h~ 
PETE HOTHEAD 
WONDER GLOVES 
THE OOMPAHS 
vVILLIE THE KID 
DESCRIPTION 
Entertainment cartoon 
short subjects for 
theatres. Technicolor 
~+)(-l~ lvominated for 
Academy Award- 1951 
*iH(-lHH:- Nominated far 
Acade:nw Award - 1952 
GERALD MCBOING-BOING•S SYMPHONY 
A UNICORN IN THE GARDEN 
THE EMPEROR t S NEW CLOTHES 
THE LITTLE BOY WITH A BIG HORN 
CHRISTOPHER CRUMPET 
MR. MAGOO SERIES 
FUDDY OODDY BUDDY 
SLOPPY JALOPY 
GRIZZLY GOLFER 
DOG SNATCHER 
HOTSY FOOTSY 
CAPTAINS OUTRAGEOUS 
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SUPPLEMENTAL LIST OF FILMS PRODUCED BY UNITED PRODUCTIONS OF AMERICA 
AS OF NOVEMBER 18, 1952 
CLIENT TITLE 
American Cancer Society MAN ALIVE 
American Petroleum 
Institute 
MAN ON THE LAND 
DESCRIPl'ION 
Educational TeChnicolor 
animated film. 
Documentar.r Technicolor 
animated film. 
Benton & Bowles Agcy. CARLING'S ALE B&W TV commercial spot. 
CBS-Radio-Div. of MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE Sales Film - .Ansco color. 
Columbia Broadcast:i..ng 
Me rcu:cy- Int•l., Inc. SUGAR, U.S.A. Kodachrome animated insert 
for live action commercial. 
Screen Gems, Inc. THE STUDEBAKER STORY Sales Film - Technicolor. 
Shennan & Marquette CASHMERE BOUQUET HAND B&W TV connnercial spot. 
LOTION 
COLGATE 'IDOT.H POWDER Stocyboard for TV spot. 
Stanley Kramer Co. FOUR POSTER .B&W insert for live action 
feature. 
20th Century-Fox Film THE GIRL NEXT DOOR 
DREAJ\'1 BOAT 
u. s. Navy DISCIPLINE PAYS OFF 
(Bureau of Aeronautics) 
(5) NAVY RECRIJITING SPOTS 
Young & Rubicam, Inc. HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE 
BIRELEY 1S 
Technicolor insert for live 
action feature. 
B&W insert for live action 
feature. 
Kodachrome animated 
training film. 
Anima ted train,ing film-B&W. 
B&W TV commercial spot. 
B&W TV connnercial spot. 
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FILMS PRODUCED BY UNITED PRODUCTIONS OF AMERICA 
CLIENT 
· Columbia Pictures 
1 (Dis tributor) 
AS OF MARCH 11 1951 
.TITLE 
FOX & CROW SERIES 
ROBIN HOODLUM * 
MAGIC FLUKE -iH~ 
JOLLY FROLICS SERIES 
RAGTIME BEAR 
PUNCHY DE LEON 
SPELLBOUND HOUND 
THE MINER 1 S DAUGHTER 
GIDDYAP 
THE POPOORN STORY 
DESCRIPTION 
Entertainment cartoon short 
subjects· for theatres . 
Technicolor. 
* Nominated for Acade~ 
Award - 19 48 
-lH~ Nominated for Academy 
Award- 1949 
'**-l~ Acad~ Award - 1950 
-:HP'..-l~ Nomina ted for Acad~ 
Award- 1950 
GERALD MCBOING-BOING iPA* 
THE F ilMILY C[ RCU3 
GEORGIE AND THE DRAGON 
Iv'liSTER MAGOO SERIES 
TROUBLE INDEMNITY **** 
BUNGLED BUNJ ALOW 
BAREFACED FLATFOOT 
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FILMS PRODUCED BY UPA 
CLIENT TITLE DESCRIPTION 
' Mormon Church THE LORD'S WAY B&W animated insert. 
DuBois-Friedman 
American Tobacco Co. 
(Sarra, Inc.) 
A MIRROW FOR THE SKY Scenic backgrounds for 
New York- stage show. 
Animated - Ansco color. 
LUCKY STRIKE B&W TV connnercial. 
Hill & Range Songs, Inc. FRCE TY THE SNOWMAN B&W entertainment TV 
cartoon. 
Radiant Heat Engin-
eering Co. (Ross, 
, Gardner & White) 
PETER CorTONTAIL 
RADIANT HEAT 
B&W & Kodachrome entertainment 
TV cartoon. 
B&W TV commercial. 
(5 pictures) 
Garriet Corporation 
(N.w. Ayer & Son) 
CARRIER WEATHER MAKER TV o:>nnnercial cartoon spots • 
B&W. 
CARRIER AIR OONDITIONER 
Lever Bros. Co. 
(N.W. Arer & Son) 
Webster Tobacco Co. 
(N.w. Ayer & Son) 
Procter & Gamble 
(Publicidad Alvarez 
Perez Agenqr, Cuba) 
SURF 
'v'VEBSTER CIGAR 
CHOCOLONGO EL 
TERRIBLE 
CAMAY 
LOS NOVIOS DE JUANITA 
LA MUJER A TRAVES DE 
LOS TIEMPOS 
General Electric Co. TOM, DICK & MARY 
Continental Bank STORY OF COMMERCIAL 
(Wilding Pictures) BANKING 
Timken Roller Bearing BIG TIM 
Co. (Wilding Pictures) 
(1) B&W TV commercial. 
B&W TV connnercial. ( 4 pictures ) 
Spanish language theatre 
commercials. Color. 
Institutional cartoon sound 
slide film. Color. 
Technical animation inserts. 
B&W. 
Institutional cartoon for 
theatres. Technicolor. 
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FILMS PRODUCED BY UPA 
CLIENT TITLE 
I Ford Motor Compa.ny THERE'S A FORD IN 
(Audio Productions) YOUR FurURE 
1 Ford Motor Compazzy- FORD SERVICE (J. Walter Thompson 
Agency) 
SAFETY 
EOONOMY 
PERFORMANCE 
COMFORT 
BEAUTY 
19.51 FORD 
FORDOMATIC SERIES 
1951 FORD 
Norge Div.-Borg- NORGE APPLIANCES 
warner ( J. VIal ter 
Thompson Agency-
Chicago) 
Pond 1s Extract Co. POND 1S TISSUES 
( J. Walter Thompson 
Agency) 
Shell Oil Compa.Izy" UNICYCLE 
( J. Walter Thompson 
· Agency) SADDLE 
Ward Baking Company WARD BREAD 
( J. Walter Thompson 
Agency) 
Goebel Beer Company GOEBEL BEER 
(Sarra, Ine. ) 
=-
DESCRIPI'ION 
Technical animation insert 
for TV & theatres . B&W 
Dr. Seuss TV commercial 
cartoon spots. Also for 
theatres . B&W & Ansco . 
( 19 pictures ) 
Combination live action and 
animation TV and Theatre 
commercial ~ots. 
( 1.5 pictures ) 
Combi.. nation live action and 
animation. Theatre color 
spots. (13 pictures) 
Live action P&W TV spots. 
(18 pictures) 
Live action B&W TV spots. 
( 18 pictu- es) 
Live action B&W TV commercial 
spots. (13 pictures) 
TV & theatre commercial 
. ·cartoon spots. B&W. ( h pictures) 
TV romm.ercial cartoon 
spots. B&W. (4 pictures) 
B&W TV commercial. 
( 3 pictur es ) 
B&W TV commercial. 
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FILMS PRODUCED BY UP A 
CLIENT TITLE 
I Veterans Administration SAD SACK 
Hancock Oil Co. SALES TRAINI:OO. 
(Ruthrauff & ~n) 
Galveston-Houston SOUTHERN SELECT BEER 
I Breweries (Ruthrauff 
& cyan) 
20th Centilry Fox DUSTY OF THE CIRCUS 
Enterprise Productions NO MINOR VICES 
DESCRIPTION 
Educational and advertising 
cartoon. .Ans co and 
Kodachrom. 
Training. Comli na.tion live 
action & animation inserts. 
B&W. 
Combination live action & 
cartoon TV commercial spots. 
B&W. ( 7 pictures) 
TV entertainment ~rogram 
cartoon. B&W ( 1~ minutes ) 
Animation insert in enter-
tainment feature release 
for theatres. 
UAW HELL BENT FOR ELECTION Entertaining, educational 
animated film. Cinecolor. 
War Department -
Cj:v:Ll P..ff airs Di v. 
OW! - Overseas Brm1ch 
u.s. State Dept. 
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN 
.ALLE MENSCHEN b'IND 
BRUDER (Brotherhood 
of M.an) 
NORTirNEST U.S.A. 
SCREEN MAGAZINE 
FORTRESS OF FREEDOM 
Entertaining, educational, 
animated. Cinecolor • 
Genna:n language version, 
entertaining, educational 
cartoon. Ansco color. 
Educational animated inserts, 
titles, etc. B&~N. 
SAN FRAN CIS CO OONFERENCE 
TUESDAY IN NOVEMBER 
EXPANDING WORLD 
RELATIONSHIPS 
PUBLIC OPINION POLLS 
HOW" A m: LL GOES THROUGH 
CONGRESS 
Educational animated films. 
B&W & Kodachrc:me. 
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.FILMS PROIIJCED BY UPA 
' 
CLIENT TITLE 
u.s. ~ (Capta) INFLATION 
LEND LEASE 
FEAR 
JAPAN 
U.s. .Arnv Signal Corps BAIJ..ISTICS 
DESCRIPTION 
Entertaining, educational 
cartoons. B&W. 
Technical animation inserts 
for training films. B&'ii. 
· u.s. Navy (Flight ROVER BOYS Educational & Training 
cartoon films. 
I 
I' 
II 
Safety Division) 
INSIDE MORGAN'S HEAD Entertainment technique. 
GROUND OPERATION OF 
JET AIRCRAFT 
B&W and Kodachrome. 
(16 pictures). 
COLLISIONS DURING SIMULATED 
COMBAT 
BAILING OUT 
FUEL 
FLATHATTING 
JOIN-UP COLLISIONS 
IDLING MIXTURE CHECK 
COLLJSIONS WITH THE EART'"rl 
TAXING ACCIDENTS 
AFTER THE CUT 
L~IDING ACCIDENTS 
EMERGENCY LAND:lliGS 
MARGINAL WEATHER ACCIDENTS 
INDESTRUCTIBLE SMITH 
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FILM3 PRODUCF..D BY UPA 
CLIENT 
U.s. Navy (Bureau of 
Naval Personnel) 
U.s. Navy (Insurance 
Division) 
u.s. Navy (Bureau of 
lfledicine and Surger.r) 
1 Coillmuni ty Chest 
(Los Angeles Area) 
University of Oregon 
(Eddie Albert Prod.) 
Pontiac Motor Co. 
(Transfilm, Inc.) 
Kaiser Pennanente 
Health Foundation 
Lincoln Electric Co. 
TITLE 
THE SAILOR AND THE 
SEAGULL 
IN YOUR POVVER 
HOLD IT MAC 
SWAB YOUR CHOPPERS 
IT'S UP TO US 
HUMAN GROWTH 
PONTIAC SERVICE 
HEALTHY, WEALTHY .AND 
WISE 
DESCRIPTION 
Educational & Institutional 
cartoons. B&W & color 
Educational sound slide 
film. Color. 
Entertaining training 
cartoon. Kodachrome. 
Live action training f1lm. 
B&W. 
Educational, animated 
insert. Kodachrome. 
TV & theatre commercial 
cartoon spots. B&W & Ans co 
color. ( 6 pictut' es ) 
Institutional, sound slide 
cartoon. Ansco color. 
DESIGN FOR ARC WELDING Institutional, technical 
animation insert. 
Tecb.nicolor. 
Owens-Illinois Glass Co. GLASS Animated insert for 
technical training film. 
Kodachrome. 
Cherr.r Rivet eo. 
(Dana Jones Co.) 
Fair Employment 
Practice Films 
Higgins Boat -works 
Radio Division 
CHERRY RIVET 
APPLICATION 
MAN D'J THE CAGE 
MANUFACTTJR.ING OF 
CRYSTALS 
Te~nnical ~~ation, sales 
picture. KodaChrome. 
Educational, sound s1 ide 
cartoon. Ans co color. 
Live action institutional. 
Kodachrome. 
---~-=..,==-~ 
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FILM'3 PRODUCED BY UPA 
.CLIENT 
Encyclopedia 
Britannica Films 
·Union Oil Co. (Foote, 
Cone & Belding) . 
National Safety 
Council 
James L. Free Prod. 
Jercy Fairbanks 
(Shenv.in-Williams) 
Prima:ry Schools 
II 
I 
,, 
!.Republic Pictures 
1i (Lewis Miles tone) 
Roland Reed Prod. 
Forest Law.n Ins.eo. 
TITLE 
CONSUMPTION OF GOOD 
PRODUCTION OF FOOD 
DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD 
DESCRIPTION 
Educational, animated 
inserts. B&W. 
BILL BOARD Entertaining TV commercial 
advertising shorts. 
SLUDGE BOUND Combination live action & 
animation. B&W. 
MINUTE NiAN MAGIC 
HOODLUM'3 UNDER THE HOOD 
SPARKS .r'\.ND CHIPS 
THE WONDERFUL EARS 
OF JOHNNY McGOGGIN 
1l'ffiED NO MORE 
PES TROY 
JIMMY RABBIT SERIES 
SAFETY AT PLAY 
WHOLESOME LIVIID 
DEMOCRATIC LIV:mG 
THE RED PONY 
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFI' 
MALLEABLE IRON 
OPEN DOOR TO SALES 
Entertaining training sound 
slide film. Cinecolor. 
Entertairunent, animation 
insert production work. 
Ansco color. 
Entertainment advertising 
anima ted inserts. 
Kodachrome. 
Entertaining educational strip 
film. Cinecolor. 
Entertairnnent. Combination 
animation & live action 
inserts. Technicolor. 
Industrial. Technical 
animation inserts. 
Kodachrome. 
Sales training, sound slide. 
Color. (3 pictures) 
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PART V 
APPENDIX 
--- -~ 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FILM "BABY WEEMS" 
The animation of this film begins w:i. th a pan of the baby ward in 
the hospital where Baby ·weems was born. Hundreds of babies are seen in 
the pan until a nurse is spotted standing over one crib, then the camera 
zooms dovm for a medium shot of nurse and baby. Nurse bends over crib, 
straightens up and starts to write down the report. Out to Baby Wee:rns as 
, he speaks. Nurse quickly turns head in sw:prise and promptly faints. Cut 
to intercom speaker blinking on and off calling all the doctors in the 
,, 
hospital. 
The actual analysis of this sequence is as follows: pan and 
zoom to nurse bending over crib of bab;}r, cut to close up of nurse's face, 
cut to medium shot of Baby Weems as he speaks, cut to surprised nurse 
(close up), cut to medium shot of Weems, cut to medium shot of nurse 
falling, cut to medium low angle shot of nurse flat on back. 
This sequence :is a good example of live action technique used in 
this film and practically only in this film. .No other· animated cartoon 
that I have ever seen uses this technique of cutting and montage effect 
' 
to such an extent. The fact is that practically all motion in this film 
1 is created by flashing from one still shot to another • 
. , 
,I The doctors come in and study Weems, the press congregates, and 
1 flash pictures are taken. . 
Frame by frame this sequence is: doctors in operating room hear 
the announcement through speaker, cut to low angle shot of doctors running 
down corridor, cut to close up of one doctor, cut to doctors gathered 
., 
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around Baby Weems, cut to shot from above looking down at Weems; this 
shot dollies out and you see the press all around, flash bulbs start 
bursting. The flashing of the bulbs was done by superimposing cells over 
original drawing; these cells were sprayed by the air brush with white 
paint. Vf.hen interjected two or three frames at a time, these make the 
drawing lighter, simulating flash bulbs. 
Camera now zooms dovm for a close up of Baby Weems and then 
pulls away again into a front page spread -vd th a picture of Baby ·weems . 
Pans around to show newspaper boys selling papers. Cut to people reading 
papers on trolley car. Cut to radio connnentators announcing the news. 
Cut to dinner table hearing the news, to country store hearing the news, 
to a barber shop talking about the baby. 
All these cuts take the form of a montage and there is no :roove-
ment in any of the shots w.i th the exception of the steam rising from the 
towel inthe barber shop and the rocking trolley car. The steam rising was 
done by the overlaying of cells vdth slight changes in the curls of steam. 
These cells are laid consecutivezy on top of the original dravr.i..ng. The 
rocking of the trolle.y car was accomplished by merely moving the drawing 
of t he t rulley car from side to side VJhile the cells with the people on 
them remained still. 
Now we go back to the hospital to the room where Mrs. Weems is 
waiting for her baby. From there we cut back to the waiting room full of 
photographers and reporters, pan over to the father Vlho is stopped from 
seeing his son because he has no press card. Cut to a shot of Weems at a 
dinner "VId. th all the celebrities of HolJ.ywood who have come to hear ll_im 
speak. Here actual cells are used to make Baby Weems move when he is fed . 
~-- -=-==-'----' -=-==- _o_;_; ~ - ='-=-'--==- -
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Next shot is of Baby Weems disputing one of Einstein ' s theories, cut to a 
discussion between G.B.S. and Baby Weems. ·weems is then shown figuring 
out some sort of problem and writing it dam in a book. Here a partial 
cell is used: when he bends forward to m:lie down his problem in the book, 
it was either that or a cut . aut. The cut out would be used by placing 
the first cut out in the original position, then replaci.rl..g it with another 
cut out in vv-r.i. ting position. This method is used in the very next scene 
·when Baby Weems is being powdered. while looking into a microscope . The 
nurse t s arm is a cut out or a separate cell. The p~r corrdng from the 
can is done in the same method as the nash bulbs were done, vdth the 
air brushed cells. Bab,y Weems composes now. 
We cut to Carnegie Hall where Weems is conductiP.g his awn 
composition. The doors close and we find Mr. and Mrs. Weems trying to 
buy a couple of tickets to the performance but the tickets are all sold. 
The doo1· closing was done with seven cells; each cell was photo-
graphed three frames. It took twent,r-one frames to close the door. 
Out of the concert hall we go to a magazine stand where we find 
Weems 1 picture on the cover of all the major magazines. Newspapers 
advertise Baby Weems cradles, Baby Weems canned goods are in the grocer,r 
stores, jewelry in the form of safety pins are sold, Bab-.r Weems fashioP..s 
come out using diapers, and aJJ. sorts of things are on the market vrl:th 
Baby Weems 1 name on them. Cut to a theater marquee advertisi:r:g a "Marc..li 
of Times" feature on Baby Weems. The marquee flashes on and off and 
search lights sweep the sky. These effects are all made by the use of 
cells superimposed over the original drawing. These cells have the lights 
of the marquee on them and the searchlight beams,; on one cell the beam is 
====--
in one position, the next cell the beam is just slightly moved, that cell 
is removed and the next cell with the beam in a slightly different position 
takes its place. In some of these cells the marquee is there in white and 
in others the lettering isn't there . 
Fm m a flash of a searchlight beam we move in·t.o the lobby of the 
·theater -vmere lines of people are waiting to see the film . Cut to inside 
the theater and zoom in on the screen. Weems is being presented w.i th a 
degree, then he is honored by an Indian chief, knighted by England, given 
a medal by France, painted by a modern artist, blasted in rock next to 
Washington and Lincoln, etc. 
A couple of these sequences are worth analyzing as far as tech-
nique goes ; one is the knighting of Weems and the other is the blast~ of 
his face on the cliff. The knighting took thirt,y- two frames, six cut outs 
were used in the down swing and the same six reversed in the up swing, and 
each cut out was filmed three frames. The explosion was probably the most 
triclcy technique of the whole film. First the natural cliff was shown 1'Vith 
lNashington and Lincoln. A small blast starts it off, on a cell superimposed 
on the original dra-vdng for two frames , then .a larger explosion for one 
frame over original drawing, then an explosion cell all by itself one frame. 
A larger explosion cell takes th..is one 1 s place and has a dark gra:y back-
ground for one frame, followed by the same cell with a lighter background, 
to a completely blank frame. Another large explosion with a light back-
ground for a single frame and then same explosion with a darker background. 
After which came a still larger explosion for two frames, followed qy, you 
guessed it, a larger ex~losion for two frames . This process of an ever-
expanding explosion goes on for thirty-six fra.mee .. until the clouds clear 
X 
,, 
and Baby Weems 1 face appears on the cliff between Washington and Lincoln. 
Baby Weems 1 parents come to the theater to see their son and when they see 
him they stand up and are promptly thravm out. 
A series of newspaper headlines ~oom up to the screen saying: 
11 BABY WINS NOBEL PRIZE, 11 11BABY SMASHES ATOM, 11 ''TOT DESIGNS STRATOSPHERE 
PLANE, 11 n·wEE WIZARD BOTTLES CCB MI C RAY, " "vv.EEM'3 TO ABOLISH IUS T BOWL. n 
These heacD.ines are zoomed up by the use of the animated stands feature 
of being able to spiral as it zooms down on its subject. 
Weems next goes to Washington - a great ticker tape parade is 
held for h..im. 
Analyzed it goes something like this : The train which was 
merely a baby bottle vd th wheels was made to move by using four consecutive 
cells filmed at one frame per take. The paper and confetti and ticker tape 
falling was straight cell animation. With each slight movement there was 
a rompletely new cell superimposed on the original drawing of Weems riding 
in a limousine down below. Each cell remained on the screen for two frames. ,, 
The camera tilts up and up to the top of a high building and 
there zooms in on Mr. and Mrs . Weems watching their son. 
Baby Weems is supposed to talk to Congress and the rest of the 
world by radio - everybody is waiting to hear him speak. Cut to Mr. and 
Mrs . Weems rocking a radio in a cradle. Cut to a radio announcer rushing 
up to the microphone to say that Baby Weems is sick and in the hospital. 
Cut to a shot of the newspaper office where the edito:r:' writes up the story 
and yells, 11 Copy boy." Cut to the presses rolling, then cut to the head-
lines announcing the news. Then several shots of the news travelling 
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around the world through every medium and eve:ry tongue. Huge thermometers 
r ecord Weems 1 temperature. His parents sit outside the hospital in the 
rain with a radio, waiting for word on his condition. It finally romes: 
he is all right. Newspapers come out with the nevro, sound trucks, . slcy" 
writers, aJ.l are announcing the news that Weems is well. Cut to Congress 
again waiting . to hear Weems speak. Baby Weems is set in front of the 
microphones, the crowd is tense ·with excitement, he speaks, but what comes 
out - baby talk. Then there is a montage sequence showing the effect of 
this catastrophe; old man angrily turns off radio, newspapers are dis-
carded, dog food poster goes up over Weems poster, one-half off Weems 
fashiol"l.s, head is blasted off cliff, and a close up of a discarded news-
paper shows a small article reading 11Weems Returned to Parents." Yost of 
these shots were the same shots that were seen earlier in the .f:Llm so 
an ana~sis of these sequences would be superfluous. 
For the last sequence, we cut to an aerial .shot and pan of the 
Weems t neighborhood ending in a zoom down to Weems 1 house. Then a cut to 
the weems t living room ~mere the family is all together for the first time 
in the picture. With the happy family together noo, we leave them to a 
happy life. With t.l!is the film ends. 
The nmvspaper presses rolling was another ver,r interesting teCh-
nique . Four slightly different cells were made and photographed, each one 
consecutively for one frame. This technique to give the illusion of fast 
motion was used quite a few times during the picture: the Baby Weem 
trai..ll on the way to ·washington, the presses rolling, the papers coming off 
the presses, all of these sequences used four to three cells repeated 
consecutively over:· .and over again one frame at a time. 
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The flashes off the radio tower were done by the same :rre thod that 
was used in the explosion. 
The artistic approach to this animated cartoon was certainly 
unique, and veiY interesting. I think a combination of this technique and 
11 Anistration" , .. rould be the perfect answer to the animation problem as it 
stands today. The quality of the art work could be kept at a very high 
level and hold detail that would never be possible wi t}l regular cell 
animation. All this is possible 'With low cost, also; The quality of art 
work in 11Baby Weems" surpasses by far that of a:rry of Disney ' s other pro-
ductions, although it is not as finished as most of his -work. It seemed 
that the artists that -worked on "Baby Weems 11 had a definite knowledge of 
film technique and camera technique; a good many of their drawings showed 
angles that are familiar to the live action cameraman but are certainly 
not prominent in most all of Disney's work. The low angle shots, the 
aerial shots, the zooms or dollies, and especially the cutting were so 
typical of live action films. Using all these techniques instead of pla:i.n: 
cell anLmation actually reduced the cost of the film and made a higher 
caliber film than would have been possible with a highly polished cell 
animated film. There must be some catch to it, however, or else it would 
be used to a much greater extent than it is being used today • 
. -- -
"PICTURE IN YOUR ]I[[ND" 
"Picture in Your Mind" combines ma.rzy- of the various methods of 
animation very well . It seems to have a continuity of technique that 
"Boundary Lines" lacks. "Picture in Your Mind" is probab~ the most out-
standing film of its kind from the standpoint of technical perfection. 
Mr~t Stapp combines the 11Pastel11 technique, the "Cell" technique, 
the "Scratch-Off, Add-On" technique, and a limited am<:>unt of live film 
technique. The complete film is a series of disrolves. Appro.:xi.m.ately 
sevent,y-five per cent of all scenes are dissolved in. 
The primary technique which Mr. Stapp uses in this film is a 
combination of the 11 Pastel11 technique and dissolves. For example, he will 
shoot a scene, then rewind back forty frames to make a few slight changes 
in the drawing and dissolve back in again to the same drawing with the 
changes. A good illustration of this technique is the sequence where the 
group of people settJ.e in a valley between the mountains and the valley 
and mountains change colors and the population multiplies. The drawing 
remains the same but the color and lighting change. Another variation of 
this technique is filming a drawing, dissolving out of the drawing, re-
winding t.lle film, replacing the original drawing with another drawing but 
one that is quite similar in pattern and shapes, and dissolving into the 
new drawing. An exa'll[.lle of this technique appears at the begiP.ning of the 
film where the rock in the center foreground turns into a recli!ling figure. 
Still another variation of this dissolve and pastel technique is by filming 
a drawing to "Which something is to be added, then dissolvine out, rewinding 
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forty frames, substituting another drawing vd.th the part to be added drawn 
in, and then dissolving into this drawing. .All these variations of this 
technique, dissolving from one subtle change to another, give a ver.J gradual 
and smooth transition. 
There are several good examples of the 11Scratch-Off, Add-Ontt 
tec.lmique. The 11Scratch-Off11 technique is used quite successfully to show 
the grovrth of the line figures. Also one of the most complicated 11Scratch-
Off11 sequences in animated films takes place in the closing sequence of 
I this film; this sequence is of the grovrth of the central balance design. 
The 11Add-On 11 technique is used in a few places, one of them JJeing the 
sequence where the red line !'lms down the arm and around the hand. Both 
techniques give approximately the same results, that of ·the smooth growth 
of a line. 
One of the techniques unique to this film is the wa:y Stapp com-
posed some of his dravr.i.ng; in a spiral composition, then zooming down in 
a spiral following the composition down, down, dovn, giving the illusion 
of great depth. 
It 
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